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ABSTRACT

NURSES’ EMOTIONAL RESPONSE AND LIKELIHOOD OF DISCLOSURE
FOLLOWING ERRORS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
Ellen Swartwout, PhD
George Mason University, 2013
Dissertation Director: Dr. Margaret Rodan

Errors happen in the nursing profession, creating an at-risk environment for
nurses and patients. The fiscal, emotional, professional, and legal impact of nursing
errors is remarkable. An examination of the nurse’s emotional response after a discovery
of a nursing error is a critical element of study in order to understand and develop
systems that recognize the psychological impact of a nursing error and its influence on
nurses’ disclosure of errors. Without disclosure, error management systems cannot
improve. Measurement of nurses’ emotional response after an error in clinical practice
and its influence on nurses’ disclosure is a clear gap in the research.
The purpose of this study was to explore the construct of nurses’ emotional
response and its influence on nurses’ disclosure following errors in clinical practice. The
development and testing of an instrument to measure nurses’ emotional response after an
error in clinical practice was examined. In addition, the influence of the nurse’s
emotional response upon discovery of an error in clinical practice and the likelihood for

xiv

disclosure was explored. The conceptual framework for this study was Crigger and
Meek’s theory of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice (Crigger &
Meek, 2007). This research gives nurses the opportunity to test their experience and
inform the profession to identify suitable interventions to create a culture of disclosure
that benefits patient safety efforts. Results are indicative of a valid and reliable tool to
measure nurses’ emotional response following an error in clinical practice. Cronbach’s
alpha was (.935) for the total scale reliability. The variable that demonstrated a
significant difference in reference to a strong emotional response, (n=459), was unit
support at the time of the error, (p=.023). Tested in those who had recalled an error
within the last year, a strong emotional response was a significant predictor in the final
model. In the final model, (n=82), a strong emotional response was a significant
predictor, (p=.004), of filing of an incident report.
Qualitative findings indicated that nurses believe disclosure is important for error
management, yet also reported that they thought underreporting occurs. Work
environment and support of colleagues was also noted as an important aspect of
influencing disclosure. Findings from this research have implications for administration,
education, practice, and policy with regard to patient safety and error reduction strategies
for the nursing discipline.

xv

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the increasing concern of errors in nursing practice and the
significance of this public safety matter in reference to nurses’ emotional response upon
discovery of an error in clinical practice and disclosure. The current state of nursing
errors and the impact on clinicians and patient safety efforts is discussed. The purpose of
this study and research objectives include the development of an instrument to validate
and measure nurses’ emotional response after an error in clinical practice, identification
of the factors that are associated with a strong emotional response upon discovery of an
error in clinical practice, and if a strong emotional response operates as a predictor to
disclose errors by completing an incident report.

Introduction
Nurses are recognized as key players in nursing error reduction leading to patient
safety reform. In a three year study of 29 rural hospitals, 96% of nurses and more than
90% of physicians, administrators, and pharmacists surveyed reported that nurses are
primarily responsible for patient safety (Cook, Haas, Guttmannova, & Joyner, 2004).
Nurses were reported to be the front line providers for discovery of errors, being credited
with revealing 40% of errors (Fordyce, et al., 2003). Nurses’ recognition of the reality of
potential errors based on the assessment of the environment was reported in a study that
demonstrated nurses have a heightened awareness of the risk for error and a strong ability
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to interrupt errors from occurring (Henneman, Blank, Gawlinski, & Henneman, 2006).
Nurses reported an atmosphere of team work and leadership involvement enhanced
correction of errors and patient safety initiatives (Henneman et al., 2006). Nurses’ roles
in error reduction include reporting near-misses, disclosing errors, and speaking up when
the standard of practice is not being followed (Luk, Ng, Ko, & Ung, 2008; Austin, 2007;
Crigger & Meek, 2007; Mick et al., 2007; Carlton & Blegen, 2006; AACN, 2005; Coyle,
2005; Pinkerton, 2005; Cook et al., 2004). If the nursing discipline ignores that a
problem indeed exists, efforts to improve and learn from errors is unachievable (Ramsey,
2005). By acknowledgement and action in addressing errors, the nursing discipline
displays a commitment to improvements in patient safety (Luk et al., 2008; Angelucci &
Carefoot, 2007; Crigger & Meek, 2007; Carlton & Blegen, 2006; Crane & Crane, 2006;
Wilson & McCaffrey, 2005; Crigger, 2004; Erlen, 2001).
Errors in clinical practice continue to be a growing concern in the healthcare field
(Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), 2012). The emotional impact of
nursing errors and its influence on disclosure and underreporting of errors continues to be
problematic. Reasons for not reporting errors include fear of supervisors’ and colleagues’
reactions (Sorra, Famolaro, Dyer, Nelson, & Smith, 2012; Crigger & Meek, 2007; Mayo
& Duncan, 2004). In a study about the emotional impact of errors on work and life
domains among 3,171 physicians, increased anxiety in regard to future errors, decreased
confidence in practice, increased sleep-related challenges, reduced job satisfaction, and
increased concern about one’s reputation were reported. In addition, physicians reported
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more emotional distress with a serious error and dissatisfaction with the disclosure
process due to the lack of support by healthcare organizations (Waterman, et al., 2007).
A strong emotional response by the individual nurse following mistakes in
clinical practice has been reported in the literature, however quantifying and validating
this experience and its influence on disclosure has yet to be tested (Crigger & Meek,
2007). Much effort has focused on the prevention of errors in error management systems
with little emphasis on the emotional response of the nurse upon discovery of an error
and its influence on disclosure. Disclosure methods have also been identified as both
formal and informal methods. The use of formal disclosure processes by filing an
incident report have shown to be lacking (Friesen, 2008). Opportunity exists to
understand and identify the emotional impact secondary to errors and foster formal
disclosure to continually improve error management systems.
Patient safety efforts are a top priority in healthcare today. Numerous initiatives
have been launched over the past decade to address errors in clinical practice and the
importance of a culture of safety in the healthcare arena. The recent release of the
AHRQ’s Hospital Survey on Patient Safety Culture: 2012 User Comparative Database
Report, indicated that 56% of the 567,703 staff surveyed reported concern in regard to
errors being held against them; thus, adding to the increasing issue of underreporting and
lack of transparency in reference to error management (Sorra, et al., 2012).
Psychological safety to report errors is a significant factor in the disclosure of errors. In a
study of 1,180 nurses working in a nursing home setting, only 38.2% felt that the nursing
homes sufficiently supported nurses in coping with the stress of nursing errors, indicating
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a supportive environment is a key element in error management systems (Wagner,
Harkness, Herbert, & Gallagher, 2012).
Nurses are considered to be at the front line of patient safety efforts and have the
ability to influence patient safety outcomes. In a study of 983 nurses, only 45.6% of the
respondents believed that medication errors were reported and 76.9% believed that errors
were not reported due to the reaction of the nurse manager. In addition, 61.4% believed
that nurses did not disclose errors due to reaction of peers. In contrast, only 19.6% of the
nurses in the study felt that errors were not reported due to fear of disciplinary or loss of
job concerns (Mayo & Duncan, 2004).
Research has shown that the practice environment can impact the reduction of the
occurrence of errors. In a recent systematic review, creating a culture of safety was an
important strategy to improve patient safety efforts in healthcare organizations. A culture
of safety is a workplace environment that has open communication in regard to errors,
embraces self-disclosure without fear of retribution, and fosters continued learning from
errors. Of the 33 studies, a variety of interventions were discussed with emerging
evidence that teamwork, communication, and administrative rounding enhanced the
safety culture, however, combining multiple interventions was suggestive of improving
perceptions and outcomes related to patient safety (Weaver, Lubomski, Wilson, Pfoh,
Martinez, & Dy, 2013). In a study of 686 nurses from 82 medical-surgical units in 14
United States hospitals, there was a positive association between a positive practice
environment and the interruption of errors prior to reaching the patient (Flynn, Liang,
Dickson, Xie & Churl-Suh, 2012). A supportive manager was a significant factor
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influencing the reduction of errors. In another study of 542 healthcare clinicians and
1,885 events, the culture of the specialty area and its influence on safety performance
outcomes was examined. Eleven dimensions of safety were explored to determine if any
of these factors influenced the safety of the unit. Three mediating factors identified that
influenced patient safety were a non-punitive atmosphere, managerial support, and
inclination to report (Smits, et al., 2012). Continued reluctance to openly communicate,
and the lack of quantifying the experience of the nurse after discovery of an error in
clinical practice, only impedes the ultimate goal of learning from errors and improving
patient safety endeavors.
Following the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) landmark report released in 2000,
“To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System,” healthcare organizations and the
public recognized a need for action to correct a system flawed with errors and adverse
events related to suboptimal care (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000). Despite efforts
to monitor progress in reference to clinical errors over the past decade, it appears that
there is still a gap in determining improvements made. Reported estimates indicate that
errors in clinical practice continue to be a major public health issue, with approximately
100,000 preventable deaths due to clinical errors related to infection control, procedures,
and medication errors (AHRQ, 2010). In response to the initial IOM report, one year
later, another IOM committee was formed to address how to attend to quality issues in
care. “Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century,” was
published with a focus on a call for reform of the United States healthcare system which
rated poorly in the provision of quality care. Several recommendations were made to
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include the design of a healthcare system with transparency in regard to safety (Corrigan,
Donaldson, Kohn, Maguire, & Pike, 2001).
Prevalence of nursing errors and near-misses among nursing staff was studied at
the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing. Near-misses are those events in
practice that are discovered and interrupted prior to becoming an actual error. Over a 28
day period, in which 393 hospital nurses kept a journal of their errors and near-misses,
results showed that 30% of the nurses reported making an error and 33% reported nearmisses (Balas, Scott, & Rogers, 2004). In a study in 2003, nurses’ knowledge, degree,
and practice translated into better patient outcomes by baccalaureate prepared nurses,
namely a decrease in mortality and failure-to-rescue rates, further demonstrating the
importance of nursing preparation and practice in the delivery of high quality and safe
care (Aiken, Clarke, Chuen, Sloane, & Silber, 2003). Failure-to-rescue rates are those
events in which intervention at a key point in a patient’s care would have likely prevented
an untoward outcome.
The United States is not the only country with patient safety concerns related to
errors in practice. Six other countries also report a high prevalence of poor quality care
related to harmful errors in clinical practice (Gallagher, Studdert, & Levinson, 2007).
Many initiatives to address patient safety improvement opportunities have been
established across the globe to address the concerns identified over a decade ago (Hsaio,
Chen, Yu, Wei, Fang, & Tang, 2010). Such programs that emerged after patient safety
concerns were made public, include systems to address the reduction in adverse events,
clinical errors, and healthcare disparities through quality improvement initiatives,
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regulatory efforts, accreditation standards, technology enhancements and education
(Hsaio et al., 2010; Gallagher et al., 2007). Since the IOM report release, and five years
of attention to the issue of errors and healthcare quality, results show that although some
improvements had occurred, expected outcomes set at the onset of quality initiatives have
fallen short of the desired targets for improvement (Leape & Berwick, 2005).
The nursing profession is not immune from recognizing its part in quality care
that may be suboptimal due to errors in clinical practice. As providers of healthcare,
nurses are a key component of this serious problem. Nurses are of one of the largest
number of healthcare providers in the healthcare system and impact the occurrence,
management, and prevention of nursing errors (U.S. Department of Health & Human
Services Health Resources and Services Administration, 2010). Much of the research
surrounding errors and nursing practice has focused on the prevention and reporting of
sentinel events and near-misses in the healthcare arena (Chang & Mark, 2011; Leape &
Berwick, 2005; Kohn, et al., 2000). Conversely, limited research has been conducted on
the subsequent response experienced by the nurse after an error has been made and its
impact on the nurse’s disclosure of an error.
Research has begun to investigate the nurse’s role relative to error recovery in
identifying, interrupting, and correcting clinical errors for the prevention of error
occurrence (Henneman, Gawlinski, Blank, Henneman, Jordan & McKenzie, 2010;
Hurley, Rothschild, Moore, Snyderman, Dykes, & Fotakis, 2008; Henneman, Gawlinski,
Blank, & Henneman, 2006; Henneman & Gawlinski, 2004). It is evident that nurses play
a key role in both prevention and error management. The construct being operationalized
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for this research is the measurement of nurses’ emotional response after making an error
in clinical practice and its influence on disclosure. According to Crigger and Meek’s
middle range nursing theory of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing
Practice, there are four phases the nurse experiences towards reconciliation: reality
hitting, weighing in, acting, and, resolving (Crigger and Meek, 2007). There are several
tools that measure elements of the conceptual model such as the following scales: selfrating anxiety, coping, moral answerability, and distress during painful medical
procedures (Heaser, 2004; Strickland and Dilorio, 2003; Strickland and Waltz, 1990;
Waltz and Strickland, 1990; Waltz and Strickland, 1988). These measurement tools were
not developed in the context of nurses and errors in clinical practice, and are therefore,
limited in focus and not suitable for measurement of the nurses’ emotional response
construct in reference to disclosure of an error.

Significance
Errors occur in the healthcare arena. According to a recent study on breaches of
patient safety based on AHRQ indicators, in American hospitals alone there were
708,642 total patient safety events between 2007 and 2009, costing the Medicare program
7.3 billion dollars. In addition, it was estimated that 79,670 preventable deaths occurred
in this time period (Reed & May, 2011). In a recent study, the lower estimate in the
analysis, indicated that 210,000 deaths occur per year secondary to preventable harm
from care in hospitals (James, 2013). This is more than double of the original estimates
over a decade ago indicated in the IOM report “To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health
System,” (Kohn, et al., 2000). Underreporting has been cited frequently in the literature
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indicating that the significance of the problem is more serious than the evidence
presented (Friesen, 2008; Bulla, 2003). The cost of errors in clinical practice is evident.
Loss of life, patient injury, legal ramifications, and lack of public trust in healthcare
professionals are examples of the impact of errors.
The 2011 National Healthcare Quality Report estimated that 19.5 billion in
healthcare costs are due to medical errors, equating to approximately $13,000 cost per
error (AHRQ, 2010). In addition, a fiscal impact of 17 to 29 billion dollars per year in
hospitals nationwide has been reported (Kohn, et al., 2000). For healthcare professionals,
the psychological impact of clinical errors is remarkable. Healthcare providers’
experience shame, moral anguish, and emotional distress with a real potential risk for
burnout and loss of career (Attree, 2007; Crigger & Meek, 2007; Mick, Wood, & Massey
2007; Schelbred & Nord, 2007; Johnstone & Kanitsaki, 2005; Crigger, 2005; Cook,
Haas, Guttmannova, & Joyner, 2004; Crigger, 2004; Anderson & Webster, 2001).
Furthermore, the culture of the organization and how errors are managed may result in
recruitment and retention issues for the nursing discipline (Crigger & Meek, 2007;
Johnstone & Kanitsaki, 2005).
The Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) “To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health
System,” report informed the healthcare community and public about a major public
health concern. The IOM reported that between 44,000 to 98,000 people die annually in
hospitals due to medical errors (Kohn, et al., 2000). To put the enormity of the problem
into perspective, 44,000 deaths a year, the lower estimate of the report, still accounted for
more deaths than motor vehicle accidents, breast cancer, and AIDS combined (Kohn, et
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al., 2000). As alarming as these statistics are, studies on medical errors indicated that
perhaps this was an underestimation of the issue than originally imagined (Leape &
Berwick, 2005). The initial reaction to the IOM report from the medical community and
hospitals was one of denial and debate about the accuracy of the number of deaths caused
by errors in clinical practice (Goodman, Villarreal, & Jones, 2011; Crigger & Meek,
2007; Kohn, et al., 2000). The fact remained however, that the number of deaths due to
clinical errors in the healthcare arena were far more than should be tolerated.
Medication administration errors alone account for 7,000 patient deaths annually.
(Luk, et al., 2008; Kohn, et al., 2000). A medication error is typically due to numerous
failures in several systems prior to the result of the nurse performing an incorrect act
(Luk et al., 2008; Austin, 2007; Carlton & Blegen, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Cook et al.,
2004; Anderson & Webster, 2001; Kohn, et al., 2000). In an IOM report on medication
errors in 2006, drug errors harmed 1.5 million individuals (Aspden, Wolcott, Bootman, &
Cronenwett, 2006; Trossman, 2006). Due to the high risk nature of medication errors, the
Joint Commission issued a 2009 National Patient Safety Goal specifically to address safer
medication practices (Joint Commission, 2011). The impact of errors on patient
outcomes is a global issue. The United Kingdom’s Audit Commission of the National
Health Services reported in 2001 that 20% of patient deaths were related to medication
errors, with a price tag of $400 million for injury secondary to adverse events (Hsaio et
al., 2010). Another example of the global impact of medication errors reported by the
Joint Commission in Taiwan, indicated 6,000 to 20,000 annual deaths occur related to
clinical errors; of these adverse events, the highest were medication errors accounting for
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22% of the reason for deaths (Hsaio et al., 2010). Other types of clinical errors which
nurses are likely to be involved include: transcription, procedural, patient identification,
falls, restraints, and pressure ulcers (Balas et al., 2004; Kohn, et al., 2000).
Efforts to focus on the initial psychological reaction, the process the nurse goes
through and its influence on nurses’ disclosure of an error, needs to be validated in order
to create a positive learning environment. For example, in a study that examined patientcenter climates and its influence on satisfaction and patient safety, the perceptions of the
nurses’ comfort in reporting their own nursing errors was associated with a patientcentered climate that provided psychological safety for the clinician (Rathert & May,
2007). Patient-centered climates were supportive, open work environments that allowed
for nurses to feel safe to report errors without fear of retribution. The importance of
feeling safe to report errors was a significant factor noted in the study and although
results indicated that the nurse had comfort with reporting their errors in a more patientcentered environment, this did not translate in nurses feeling comfortable to point out
errors of colleagues. Psychological safety for reporting errors in organizations is lacking,
even in environments with higher patient-centered climates (Rathert & May, 2007).
The current error management system for nursing errors has been ineffective,
creating an at-risk practice environment for patients and nurses. It has been recognized in
the literature that errors typically contain either, or both human and system errors that
ultimately lead to an adverse outcome (Luk et al., 2008; Carlton & Blegen, 2006;
Crigger, 2005; Anderson & Webster, 2001; Erlen, 2001; Kohn, et al., 2000). It is
important to measure the nurse’s response after discovery of an error, the extent of
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emotional and moral distress encountered by the nurse, the personal and procedural
processes undergone to reconcile the nursing error, and the culture of handling errors in
the healthcare environment in order to identify suitable interventions to address this
concerning issue. A clear gap exists between understanding the emotional reaction to an
error and the processes for managing nursing errors.
It is essential to measure nurses’ emotional response and its influence on nurses’
disclosure of errors after the discovery of an error to learn and manage errors in a healthy
manner. An instrument to measure the nurses’ emotional response toward selfreconciliation after a mistake in clinical practice, in reference to the nurses’ disclosure of
the error, is warranted to understand and prepare nurses for the prevention and handling
of errors. Quantifying the process of the nurses’ emotional response in reference to
nurses’ disclosure of an error and identifying associated factors that influence the nurses’
response to the discovery of an error and disclosure, can lead to new knowledge to
enhance patient safety efforts and influence nursing practice. The initial emotional
reaction is the first in a chain of several experiences nurses have after a nursing error
occurs. This instrument will measure the emotional response of the nurse in the reality
hitting phase of Crigger and Meek’s theory and its influence on the nurse’s disclosure of
an error (Crigger & Meek, 2007). This is of the utmost importance, since the handling of
this issue in this early phase can lead to or deter adequate reconciliation via disclosure.

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the construct of nurses’ emotional
response and the likelihood of disclosure following errors in clinical practice. The study
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sought to identify which factors of nurses’ emotional response influence nurses’
disclosure of errors in clinical practice. In addition, this study will evaluate the
psychometric properties of an instrument developed to measure the construct of nurses’
emotional response following errors in clinical practice and its influence on disclosure.

Research Questions
The research questions for this study included:
1. Do psychometric tests confirm the Emotional Response and Disclosure of
Errors in Clinical Practice instrument is a valid and reliable measure of the
construct?
2. What factors are associated with nurses’ emotional response following an
error in clinical practice?
3. Does nurses’ emotional response levels correctly predict disclosure of a
nursing error?

Conceptual Framework
Crigger and Meek’s development of a nursing theory of Self-Reconciliation
Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice is the conceptual framework being utilized as the
foundation for this study (Crigger & Meek, 2007). Using grounded theory to test nurses’
initial reaction and subsequent actions in trying to come to terms with a mistake through
disclosure, Crigger and Meek’s development of a middle range nursing theory through
the process of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice revealed four
phases the nurse encounters in the process of reconciliation: reality hitting, weighing in,
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acting, and, resolving (Crigger & Meek, 2007). Figure 1 is a diagram of Crigger and
Meek’s conceptual model which demonstrates the interrelationships between the
concepts that underlie the construct of self-reconciliation after a mistake in nursing
practice (Crigger and Meek, 2007).

Figure 1. Conceptual model of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice
Crigger, N.J. & Meek, V.L. (2007). Toward a theory of self- reconciliation following mistakes in nursing
practice. Journal of Nursing Scholarship, 39(2), 177-183. Used with permission.

Four domains emerged from Crigger and Meek’s study with several subdomains
noted in each phase of the process conceptualized in the model. Reality hitting is when
the nurse realizes an error has been made. Initially there is a strong emotional reaction
that usually coincides with disbelief, thus leading to “self-dissonance” and either
remorse, denial, and/or blame. After the mistake has occurred, the next phase of
weighing in happens. This is a time when the nurse evaluates whether to disclose the
mistake if unwitnessed or if witnessed, determine how much to disclose. During this
phase, mistakes are often deemed non-mistakes because there was no untoward reaction.
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Harm or potential harm to the patient were reasons to either disclose or not disclose
among nurses. Fear of retribution in an environment of blame was another reason not to
disclose and often the mistake was never disclosed to the patient if there was no harm.
Subsequently is the acting phase. If the error was publicly witnessed, nurses are likely to
disclose and make acts of compensation such as an apology for the error. If acts of
compensation for the error do not occur, watchful waiting or intended non-disclosure
continues. The final stage is resolving. In this phase, one decides to evaluate the harm
and experiences uncertainty if they continue non-disclosure. Unrest continues with
negative feelings and uneasiness about the error. Those who resolved the mistake felt
liberated and without guilt. Disclosure is a key step in reconciliation that promotes
quality error management for the nurse, patient, and organization (Crigger & Meek,
2007).
Several variables and relationships can be examined in the context of this
conceptual framework in reference to nursing errors. This conceptual framework
identifies the various stages of self-reconciliation after mistakes in nursing practice to
examine potential opportunities to support resolution (Crigger & Meek, 2007). The
development of a tool that quantifies these relationships can lead to further examination
of what factors make one more likely to disclose. All of these relationships can be
examined to enhance discovery of new knowledge for determining healthy responses to
mistakes, disclosure without fear of retribution, improved error detection systems, and a
reduction in the occurrence of errors.
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Using this framework, the phenomenon of errors in nursing practice can be
viewed in an organized manner, using the concepts noted in the phases of reconciliation
to measure how the observed outcomes deviate from the predicted outcomes. The reality
hitting domain, which includes a strong emotional response upon discovery of a mistake
in nursing practice in this conceptual model is an important factor to examine. A strong
emotional response and its influence on disclosure in order to achieve self-reconciliation
after mistakes in nursing practice needs to be quantified to better understand this process
and its impact on patient safety efforts. This study measured the construct of nurses’
emotional response after the discovery of an error in clinical practice and the effect on
nurses’ disclosure of an error. The evidence indicates that common themes have emerged
from the research that support Crigger and Meek’s conceptual model (Attree, 2007;
Mick, et al., 2007; Schelbred & Nord, 2007; Crigger, 2005; Johnstone & Kanitsaki, 2005;
Cook, et al., 2004; Crigger, 2004; Anderson & Webster, 2001). The development of an
instrument using Crigger and Meek’s theory of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes
in Nursing Practice, with a focus on nurses’ emotional response and nurses’ disclosure of
errors, is the first step in exploring this phenomenon (Crigger & Meek, 2007). Figure 2
displays the logic model of nurses’ emotional response after the discovery of an error in
clinical practice which includes variables under consideration for this study. These
include the demographic profile, nursing characteristics and work environment at the
time of the error, error characteristics, and the strong emotional response and its five
domains of disbelief, anxiety, fear, shame, and guilt and the influence on nurses’
disclosure of an error by filing an incident report.
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Figure 2. Logic Model: Nurses’ Emotional Response & Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice.
Based on Crigger & Meek’s (2007), Toward a theory of self- reconciliation following mistakes in nursing
practice. Journal of Nursing Scholarship, 39(2), 177-183.

Definition of Terms
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The conceptual and operational definitions for the variables and demographics for
this study are focused on the examination of a nurses’ emotional response and disclosure
of errors in clinical practice, based on Crigger and Meek’s conceptual framework of the
theory of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice (Crigger & Meek,
2007). The key variables under study and definition of terms are discussed. Each
discusses the conceptual definition and operational definition respectively.
Nursing Error
Conceptual definition. Any action or inaction by a Registered Nurse that
occurred outside of a nursing standard and may or may not have resulted in harm (Kohn,
et al., 2000).
Operational definition. A clinical practice error made by a Registered Nurse in
their career.
Disclosure
Conceptual definition. After the discovery of a nursing error, the nurse
determines whether or not to reveal to others or through formal reporting mechanisms
that an error occurred (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
Operational definition. Disclosure can be revealed to the nurse’s supervisor,
patient or family, reporting an error of a colleague, or filing an incident report. It is
measured as a dichotomous variable; yes or no if the error was disclosed.
Strong Emotional Response
Conceptual definition. A strong emotional response is the initial emotions
encountered by the nurse upon discovery of an error in clinical practice in the reality
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hitting phase of Crigger and Meek’s theory of Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in
Clinical Practice (Crigger & Meek, 2007). It consists of five domains of the emotional
response upon discovery of an error in clinical practice: disbelief, anxiety, fear, shame,
and, guilt.
Operational Definition. A strong emotional response is defined by the key
statements for each domain of the emotional response upon discovery of an error in
clinical practice. It is measured on a five-point Likert scale of agreement: strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree or disagree, agree, and strongly agree. Disbelief is the
initial shock of the nurse and operationally is defined by the following key terms in the
statements: could not believe I made a nursing error, rationalized why it occurred, could
not believe a nursing error occurred, difficulty comprehending, and filled with disbelief.
Anxiety is the nurse’s uneasiness about the error and is measured using the following key
terms in the statements: nervous, inability to concentrate, physical symptoms of stress,
upset, and worried about the situation. Fear is the nurse’s feeling of being afraid of
consequences because of the error. It is measured using these key terms in the statements
on the instrument: concerned of job loss, terrified of patient harm, loss of confidence,
concerned for returning to work, and worried about another error. Shame is the nurse’s
feeling of disgrace about the error. It is operationalized using these key terms in the
statements: ashamed, felt incompetent, embarrassed, concern of what other’s thought, and
mortified. Guilt was the nurse’s feeling of responsibility for the error. It was measured
by key terms: let my patient down, recurring thoughts about the error, troubling thoughts,
concern over time about the error, and felt like a terrible nurse.
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Work Environment
Conceptual definition. The characteristics of the environment in which a
Registered Nurse practices (Schmalenberg, & Kramer, 2008).
Operational definition. The level of the supportive nature of the supervisor and
unit to the Registered Nurse at the time of the error. It is measured on an agreement
scale: fully supportive, somewhat supportive, neither supportive or unsupportive,
somewhat unsupportive, and fully unsupportive.
Demographics
Conceptual definition. Demographics are the inherent characteristics of the
sample (Polit, 2010).
Operational definition. Demographics included age in years, gender, and race.
Nursing Characteristics
Conceptual definition. Characteristics that are relative to Registered Nurses’
practice (Polit, 2010).
Operational definition. Characteristics of the nurse at the time of the error
included highest educational level, role, clinical specialty, certification status, and current
nursing experience in years were included.

Summary
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Nursing errors occur in practice and the events experienced by the nurse after the
discovery of an error have an impact on patient safety efforts. In order to better
understand the process of self- reconciliation after mistakes in nursing practice, a
comprehensive instrument that quantifies the initial emotional response of the nurse and
the influence of this response on nurses’ disclosure of an error was developed. The
purpose of this study is to evaluate the psychometric properties of an instrument that
measures the construct of nurses’ emotional response following errors in clinical practice
and its influence on disclosure of errors. The study will also examine which factors
influence the nurses’ emotional response and what predictors influence disclosure of
errors and filing an incident report following errors in clinical practice.
The conceptual framework for this study is Crigger and Meek’s theory of SelfReconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice and serves as the foundation for
instrument development to quantify this process (Crigger & Meek, 2007). The
conceptual model of nurses’ emotional response and disclosure of errors in clinical
practice evaluates the influence of demographics, nursing characteristics and work
environment support at the time of the error, error characteristics, a strong emotional
response, and the five domains in reference to the outcome variable of disclosure by
filing an incident report. Results of this study can be used to validate nurses’ emotional
response after discovery of an error in clinical practice and its influence on disclosure of
errors. This study gives nurses the opportunity to test their experience and better inform
the profession to identify suitable interventions to create a culture of reconciliation that
benefits patient safety efforts. The significance of the affect a nursing error has on the
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lives of patients and nurses is paramount. Results from this study have future
implications for administration, practice, education, and policy with regard to patient
safety and error reduction strategies for the nursing discipline.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature in reference to errors in
nursing clinical practice. Several aspects relevant to nursing errors in clinical practice are
examined. The review of the literature is organized in the following manner: 1) scope of
nursing practice errors, 2) nurses and clinical errors 3) disclosure of nursing errors, 4)
work environment and nursing errors, 5) nurses’ emotional response to errors, and 6)
instrumentation and nursing error measurement. Research in the field related to nursing
error management and the reaction of the individual nurse and its influence on disclosure
efforts is discussed. Databases explored included: CINAHL, PubMed, Cochrane Library,
MEDLINE, ProQuest, PsychINFO, PubMed, Health and Psychosocial Instruments,
Dissertations and Theses. Key words included: disclosure, incident report, medical errors,
mistakes, nursing, emotional distress, psychological distress, disbelief, anxiety, fear,
shame, guilt, patient safety, and quality.

Scope of Errors in Nursing Practice
Patient safety issues span the globe and are a primary focus of healthcare
improvement efforts. In a study that examined the annual cost of medical errors,
researchers found that errors that cause harm cost 17.1 billion dollars per year (Van Den
Bos, Rustagi, Gray, Halford, Ziemkiewicz, & Shreve, 2011). Much attention has been
given to the development of systems to attend to this increasing problem. Such efforts
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have been seen in research and development to prevent and reduce the occurrence of
adverse events, clinical errors and healthcare disparities.
Research and quality initiatives have focused on using several strategies that can
enhance patient safety efforts. Evaluating healthcare organization’s safety culture,
involvement of frontline healthcare providers in quality improvement techniques,
implementation of accrediting bodies standards for patient safety, regulatory reporting
efforts, quality and safety as a core topic in healthcare educational curricula, and
engineering errors away through technology enhancements have been some methods for
improvements in the error management arena (AHRQ, 2012; Hsaio et al., 2010;
Gallagher et al., 2007). Leapfrog hospitals were a group of demonstration hospitals that
joined together in order to reduce preventable clinical errors. In a recent evaluation of the
progress of patient safety efforts in Leapfrog hospitals, suboptimal results for targets set
at the onset of the project were reported. This is an indication that even in organizations
implementing the many evidence-based safety initiatives around error management in
healthcare, errors in clinical practice continue to be a major public health problem
(Moran & Scanlon, 2013).
In response to nurses’ critical role in error management and prevention, the
National Council of State Boards of Nursing’s (NCSBN) Practice Breakdown Advisory
Panel worked to develop the Taxonomy of Error, Root Cause Analysis and Practice
Responsibility (TERCAP) instrument. The focus of this effort recognized the importance
of creating a national database to monitor nursing errors and create methods to reduce the
occurrence of nursing errors. TERCAP provides a system to review and address nursing
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errors in an organized manner and to examine the problem from a national rather than an
individual state perspective (Benner et al., 2002). The tool examines the contributing
factors to nursing errors and can assist in determining how errors occurred, its causes, and
can be used for improved nursing error management. This national effort adds to the
acknowledgement that nursing errors do occur and require attention from the discipline in
order to enhance public safety.
In 2002, the Joint Commission developed National Patient Safety Goals to
address the underlying concerns in keeping patients safe. The Joint Commission
accreditation standards for hospitals in reference to patient safety were first implemented
in 2003. Each year, the Joint Commission updates the standards to reflect key patient
safety priorities based on health services research. The 2011 key areas of focus for the
National Patient Safety Goals include: patient identification, staff communication in
reference to test results, medication safety, infection control in reference to prevention,
patient safety risk, suicide risk, and the prevention of mistakes in surgery (Joint
Commission, 2011).
In a study by Hosford (2008), investigators surveyed 145 hospital administrators
from 48 states in the United States. An examination of error management systems efforts
in reference to the reduction of errors was conducted. The study examined the
interventions of Joint Commission accreditation, mandatory error reporting, and public
awareness weighed against the Baldrige Healthcare Criteria for Performance Excellence
to determine medical error management system components. The components of an
effective error management system included the following processes: error identification,
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analysis and causal identification, corrective action, and demonstrated improvement in
quality results. All components of the model need to be implemented to have an effective
error management system. Results from the study indicated that the Joint Commission
accredited hospitals was the only external intervention that significantly impacted the
progression of an effective error management system in hospitals. Ninety–seven percent
of hospitals that were Joint Commission accredited in the study had reported substantial
progress and full implementation of an error management system (Hosford, 2008).
In addition, the Joint Commission has recognized a need for a common language
and understanding on an international level all of the factors that contribute to patient
safety efforts. World Health Organization’s (WHO) World Alliance for Patient Safety
began the process of developing an international classification system for errors. The
International Classification for Patient Safety (ICPS) system seeks to standardize patient
safety concepts to assist in the identification, learning, and management of errors.
Several key components in the process were identified with detection of an error. Factors
to evaluate after detection of an incident included examination of mitigating factors,
ameliorating actions for the organization and staff such as management of an untoward
outcome, apology or staff support, culture changes or educational needs. In addition,
action items to prevent future incidents of a similar nature were identified (Sherman,
et.al, 2009). The ICPS has clinical relevance to this current study and supports the
significance of a nurse’s emotional response as an important factor in the trajectory of if
the error is reported and how it is handled.
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Education and training to support the prevention, recognition, and management of
errors is an important aspect of patient safety reform. Nursing educational organizations
recognized the need for the integration of specific quality and safety competencies into
nursing curricula. Led by the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN), the
Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) initiative identified key competencies
related to quality and safety. QSEN is a national effort designed to enhance the ability of
nurse faculty to effectively develop quality and safety competencies among graduates of
their programs. Through a series of regional QSEN faculty development institutes in
2010 and 2011, the program gives nurse faculty key training and information to improve
their curricula. There are six core competencies addressed in the QSEN program which
include: patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, evidence-based practice,
quality improvement, safety, and informatics (American Association of Colleges of
Nursing, 2011). Incorporation of these competencies in nursing education further
positions the nurse to be actively involved with safety initiatives and error management.
Recent research showed support for nursing educational preparation at the baccalaureate
level combined with specialty certification had a positive impact on patient outcomes
(Kendall-Gallagher, Aiken, Sloane & Cimiotti, 2011). In 2010, the IOM released “The
Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health,” in which nurses are identified to
be a key healthcare practitioner in leading quality efforts (IOM, 2010).
With the acknowledgment that errors do occur in the healthcare environment,
education is key on understanding how to manage errors and use this knowledge to
prevent future events. In the medical field, studies have been conducted to evaluate
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training specific to error management and disclosure. In a randomized controlled trial of
74 medical students, an assessment of prescription errors before and after a training
course specific to drug related problems, a 40% reduction in the number of prescription
errors was reported in the evaluation (Celebi, Weyrich, Riessen, Kirchhoff, &
Lammerding-Koppel, 2009). Another study that measured the pre and post self-efficacy
on perceived confidence to disclose a medical error after taking the training, students had
a significant increase in confidence levels to handle disclosure of a medical error. The
training focused on the four elements of apology: recognition, responsibility, regret, and
remedy (Gunderson, Smith, Mayer, McDonald, & Centomani, 2009). Since efforts of
open communication in regard to medical errors are in its infancy, educational efforts are
beginning to follow to address this concern as a wider acceptance of the fact that even
with the best preventative methodologies, errors will occur.
Leveraging the use of technology to enhance patient safety efforts has also been a
strategy to foster error reductions in healthcare environments. Recommendations to
reduce errors with the use of technology include implementing electronic medical records
(EMR), computerized physician order entry (CPOE), automated dispensing machines
(ADMs), bar coding, and robotics (Crane & Crane, 2006). Integration of these systems,
along with Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) techniques and decision support
analysis are all elements of a successful error reduction program. It is critical that
technology and quality techniques both be implemented to improve patient safety. Some
success based on these recommendations include: the use of FMEA techniques in
anesthesiology reduced events by 95%, and Veterans Administration (VA) hospitals
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reduced medication errors by 86% with the implementation of bar coding and the use of
decision support analysis with real time data (Crane & Crane, 2006).
Although technology is a costly investment, the benefit of a reduction in errors
will demonstrate savings over time. The RAND company built a statistical model and
predicted a savings of $4 billion from reduced medical errors and side effects (Crane &
Crane, 2006). The model examined several factors that contributed to reducing error to
include: FMEA, decision support systems, electronic medical records, physician order
entry and automated dispensing systems. It is evident that technology can assist in
reducing clinical errors if safety features are utilized and understood by practitioners.
However, even with the best technology to reduce errors, human error persists and must
be taken into account when planning interventions to improve patient safety in the
healthcare arena. A recent study by Henneman and colleagues, showed a decrease in
medication errors in a simulated exercise by using bar code technology to verify patients
presented in the scenarios, showing promise for technology interventions to reduce errors
(Henneman, et al., 2012).

Nurses and Clinical Errors
The IOM report defined medical errors as failure of a planned action to be
completed as intended or the use of a wrong plan to achieve an aim (Kohn, et al., 2000).
In simpler terms, an error is an unintentional act that might result in an untoward outcome
(Crigger, 2004; Erlen, 2001). James Reason, in his work on human error, indicated that
most errors are due to multiple factors and are a consequence of system failures. Reason
described two types of errors: latent and active. Latent errors are those underlying
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chronic system problems that eventually lead to an active error (Reason, 1992). Some
examples of latent system failures are faulty equipment problems, inadequate staffing,
fatigue, inefficient order entry systems, and similar drug labels (Carlton & Blegen, 2006;
Erlen, 2001). Active errors occur when the error happens (Reason, 1992). For example,
an active error occurs when a nurse administers the incorrect dose of a medication to a
patient. At first glance, it appears that as the agent of the administration of the incorrect
drug dosage, the nurse is to blame. Under closer examination however, many factors
may have contributed to the error such as: incorrect order entry, interruption in
medication preparation, and limited resources may have contributed to the final or active
error. Errors often occur as a result of both types of errors (Carlton & Blegen, 2006;
Crigger, 2005; Kohn, et al., 2000; Reason, 1992).
Errors have also been delineated as acts of commission or omission (Carlton &
Blegen, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Crigger, 2004). Nurses may be part of an active error, but
may also commit an error by omitting a certain therapy or remaining silent when
witnessing practice standards not being followed. In a 2004 study of healthcare
providers, less than 10% of the 1,700 participants, which consisted of nurses, physicians,
administrators, and other clinical staff, confronted colleagues about practice issues. One
in five physicians witnessed harm to patients as an outcome (Pinkerton, 2005). In
another study by Attree, 142 nurses practicing on medical-surgical and geriatric units in
England indicated fear of blame, repercussions, and reprisal as reasons for their
reluctance to report practice and quality concerns (Attree, 2007). Lack of reporting limits
the knowledge that can be gained when errors are revealed, thus creating a closed
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environment in which errors are not discussed. Errors that cause minimal or no harm
have been sometimes deemed as non-errors by nurses (Crigger & Meek, 2007; Crigger,
2005; Erlen, 2001). Such differentiation of errors is common in practice and can foster
denial and underreporting of errors to patients, colleagues, and supervisors (Carlton &
Blegen, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Crigger, 2004; Erlen, 2001).
Patients may have another definition of healthcare providers’ errors. Patients
defined hospital errors as lack of communication among staff or not attending to patient
needs. Ninety-four percent of the patients in the study rated their safety good to
excellent; however, 39% were concerned about an error occurring during their
hospitalization (Burroughs, et al., 2007). Traditionally, a punitive, individually-focused
approach for error management has been the standard in healthcare (Luk et al., 2008;
Crigger & Meek, 2007; Carlton & Blegen, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Johnstone & Kanitsaki,
2005; Ramsey, 2005; Anderson & Webster, 2001; Kohn, et al., 2000). This approach is
likely to cause reduced self-worth and feeling a lack of support from peers and
supervisors (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
Nurses need to be held accountable for their practice; however, a systematic
response to addressing errors rather than an emotional, reactive approach enhances
learning which can improve safety outcomes. In what is termed a just culture, the
environment has a culture of sharing errors without fear of retribution and provides
opportunity to learn from errors. The system is examined for flaws that may have
contributed to an error and staff disclose errors because the error management system is
just. In other words, after all is evaluated in the context of an error, accountability is
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issued in a just manner. The follow up in regard to the clinician and the error is fair and
based on the behavior (Mayer & Cronin, 2008). The individualistic, culture of blame
method only increases the likelihood of underreporting by nurses due to shame, guilt, and
fear of retribution. This has not been a successful way to manage errors (Attree, 2007;
Crigger & Meek, 2007; Bulla, 2003; Anderson & Webster, 2001).
A survey of 1,384 nurses in 24 hospitals in Iowa, revealed disparities of staff
nurses and nurse managers’ perceptions of what factors contribute to an error (Carlton &
Blegen, 2006). Staff nurses were more likely to attribute system or latent factors as
greater contributors to an error. Conversely, nurse managers ranked individual or active
factors as a greater influence for medication errors (Carlton & Blegen, 2006). This
difference in perception is of concern. The individual approach to handling errors has
been widely accepted as an ineffective model for tackling the problem (Anderson &
Webster, 2001; Kohn, et al., 2000). It is important to understand the various causes of
errors and differentiate between system and individual factors that contribute to errors.

Disclosure of Nursing Errors
The impact of the IOM report was a call for action on part of the government to
protect the public and enhance patient safety efforts. The IOM report did begin the
investigation about the problem of medical errors and elicited funding from the federal
government through the AHRQ to address patient safety concerns (Leape & Berwick,
2005). In order to examine opportunities for error reduction in the healthcare arena,
disclosure must take place. Healthcare professionals have struggled with determining
when to disclose a clinical error to the organization, whether to disclose the error to
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patients, and how much to disclose about the error to the patient (Gallagher, Studdert &
Levinson, 2007).
Research indicates reluctance on the part of nurses to report errors (AHRQ, 2012;
Attree, 2007; Crigger & Meek, 2007). Disclosure of an error has a powerful impact on
the outcome for the nurse and patient safety. Disclosure is a key aspect in moving toward
reconciliation as well as establishing an open, honest environment where learning can
occur. Nurses reported that a supportive manager led to their disclosure of an error.
When nurses discussed their experiences, they described a supportive leader as those who
were a role model for transparency about errors, evaluated errors systematically, and
nurses felt they were understood and treated fairly (Shannon, Foglia, Hardy, & Gallagher,
2009; Luk et al., 2008). On the contrary, in environments where nurses did not feel
supported by leaders, a culture of blame ensued. A common theme noted in several of
the studies was nurse victimization in closed environments. This included such
experiences as feelings of isolation, unjust treatment, displacement from area of practice,
scapegoating, peer pressure for non-disclosure, distrust, and an individualistic approach
of blame rather than a systematic approach to error management (Luk et al., 2008; Attree,
2007; Dyal, 2005).
Several efforts have been designed in the United States to address the issue of
disclosure. These include the development of disclosure laws in some states, a Joint
Commission accreditation standard issued in 2005 that specifically focuses on disclosure,
and standards set by the National Quality Forum and the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS), (Gallagher, et al., 2007). Although standards have been set, a
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systematic methodology to monitor and mandate reporting for healthcare systems and
professionals is lacking, resulting in variable reporting mechanisms (Gallagher, et al.,
2007). Due to the nature of the issue of clinical errors, it is inevitable that the nursing and
legal profession will cross paths regarding this problem. First and foremost, prevention
of errors is a priority; however, the reality is that errors will occur. Legal issues in
reference to the nursing discipline and errors include: disclosure, reporting requirements,
never events, negligence, malpractice, and professional liability (Gallagher, et al., 2007).
In order to address this complex issue of clinical errors in the nursing profession
and minimize future adverse events and tort litigation, knowledge of errors, and nearmisses must be communicated by nurses. Nurses have a professional responsibility to
disclose errors. Under the ANA Code of Ethics Interpretative Statements, 3.4 titled:
Standards and Review Mechanisms, nurses are expected to report errors (ANA Code of
Ethics, 2001). Patients are often not told when an error has been committed. In a study
by Luk and colleagues, the reason for not reporting the error to the patient in this study
was based on the nurses’ concern that disclosure may be harmful to the patient’s
recovery. The nurses believed that disclosure would only upset the patient and family
and worsen their condition (Luk, et al., 2008).
Another reason nurses may choose not to reveal errors that cause no harm was the
belief that telling the patient would lead to mistrust. Although there may be times when
disclosure of an error can be detrimental to a patient’s health, this is often not the case.
Patients want to know when an error has occurred. Fear of litigation is a common
concern among clinicians about revealing errors, however, most patients seek legal
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sanctions when they suspect clinicians are not forthcoming and they suspect dishonesty
(Luk et al., 2008).
Unless there are clear medical indications that telling the patient the truth about
the error would put the patient in jeopardy, patients should be told. Telling the patient
has also helped nurses reconcile their error, identify potential contributing factors to the
error, and alleviate the psychological burdens such as emotional stress, guilt, shame,and
moral anguish associated with making mistakes (Crigger, 2005). When clinical errors
occur or are witnessed, nurses assess and respond to errors in different ways. Some
nurses admit the error when discovered and set in motion ways to amend the error; yet
others rationalize the error and define it as a non-error since there was no harm to the
patient. Responses after discovery of a nursing error need to include a standardized
approach, to meet the legal and ethical obligation of reporting errors.
The United States is not alone in its efforts to develop disclosure mechanisms that
enhance patient safety efforts. Globally, healthcare entities struggle with the impact of
medical errors in clinical practice and strategies to foster disclosure to improve patient
safety and quality improvement processes (Wright & Opperman, 2008). There is a
recognized disparity in the training of healthcare professionals in how to disclose an error
to the organization and patients (Wright & Opperman, 2008; Gallagher, et al., 2007). A
key gap in the literature in understanding nurses’ disclosure of errors is a comprehensive
examination of the impact of the initial strong emotional response to the error.
The development of a mandatory reporting system at the national level is likely to
improve quality and reduce clinical errors. Although much debate has occurred in regard
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of clinicians’ fear of reporting can lead to increased litigation, in reality, this fear has
been unfounded. Improvements in error reduction will result in a safer healthcare system
where the legal ramifications for lawsuits with a focus on negligence will ultimately
decrease. Positive results of a mandatory reporting system have been realized in
Pennsylvania where a standardized error reporting system has been implemented that
provides feedback utilized for quality improvements to enhance patient safety.
Information in this database is privileged and not discoverable to enhance reporting of
safety events (University of Kansas Law Review, 2005).
In addition to reporting requirements and monitoring serious events, Pennsylvania
implemented a Patient Safety Authority in which sentinel events are analyzed and
recommendations for changes in practice are made. Disclosure to the patient is also
required under Pennsylvania law; however disclosure does not indicate admission of
responsibility on behalf of the clinician. A systems approach to determining the root
cause of clinical errors will enhance patient safety and ultimately reduce nursing errors.
Although there is debate over the use of mandatory versus voluntary reporting systems, it
appears that mandatory reporting has had some success in the analysis of clinical errors
and confidentiality protections afforded in this model (University of Kansas Law Review,
2005).
Involving patients in their care and moving away from the medical model of the
past has been a recent effort to improve safety for patients. Advertisements on television
sponsored by AHRQ are now encouraging patients to ask questions and learn about their
condition, something unheard of some ten years ago. In review of the current literature,
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the identification of the root causes for errors and the potential involvement of the patient
in reducing occurrences were examined. The review identified errors caused by
healthcare providers and recommended to educate patients in assessing for and
intervening with preventative methods to stop human error from occurring. Technical
errors can be detected by knowledgeable patients who can identify errors in protocols.
The implementation of patient safety led groups can help foster consumer knowledge and
provide patients with a better understanding of the causes and detection of clinical errors.
Education is an important component in a patient partnership model. If patients are
educated, they would be able to alert clinicians to possible risks and help reduce errors in
healthcare (Longtin, et al., 2010).
According to the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB), nurses are being
named more frequently as defendants in malpractice suits based on negligence. The most
recent NPDB report indicates an increase in malpractice claims from 2008 to 2009 (U.S.
Department of Health & Human Services, 2011). Between 1998 and 2001, there was an
increase in the number of malpractice judgments against nurses with payment damages
made; the increase was from 253 in 1998 to 432 in 2001 of malpractice payments during
this time period. The Joint Commission defined negligence as a “failure to use such care
a reasonably prudent and careful person would use under similar circumstances” (Croke,
2003). Malpractice was defined by the Joint Commission as “improper or unethical
conduct or unreasonable lack of skill by a holder of a professional or official position:
often applied to physicians, dentists, lawyers, and public officers to denote negligent or
unskillful performance of duties when professional skills are obligatory. Malpractice is a
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cause of action for which damages are allowed.” Variation can be found in defining
malpractice because of state practice acts, federal guidelines, and organizational policies
(Croke, 2003).
The increase in malpractice judgments against nurses is due to several
contributing factors. Reasons for judgments were delegation of tasks to unlicensed
assistive personnel and the potential of the nurse to delegate tasks in direct conflict with
state practice acts or an organization’s standard of practice, shorter length of stays in
hospitals, and inadequate discharge planning by the nurse. In addition, the shortage of
nurses nationwide, knowledge of the nurse regarding new technology and its abilities and
safety mechanisms, more professional autonomy and higher skill ability in hospital
nursing, an educated public who can recognize substandard care, and the expanded role
of the Advance Practice Registered Nurse and increased liability related to additional
scope of practice are examples of contributing factors to risk of errors. All of these
conditions can increase the likelihood of errors in nursing care delivery, which may result
in malpractice awards against nurses involved with the care of the patient.
In Croke’s analysis of over 250 nursing malpractice cases, results showed that
there were patterns that emerged regarding what type of Registered Nurses (RNs) made
malpractice payments, and in what settings, and specialty areas that errors are likely to
occur. In reviewing the NPDB, nurses were placed into four categories: non-specialized
RNs, nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives, and nurse practitioners. The NPDB results
indicated that the majority of malpractice settlements were among the non-specialized
RNs at 63.9%. The remaining RN categories had the following percentages in reference
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to malpractice payments: nurse anesthetists at 22.7%, nurse midwives at 8.2%, and nurse
practitioners at 5.2%. Sixty percent of the cases that were reported involving negligence
occurred in the acute care setting, followed by 18% in long term care, 9% advanced
practice nurse settings, 8% psychiatric organizations, 2% home health, and 2% physician
practices (Croke, 2003).
In Croke’s further exploration in examining acute care hospital cases, medicalsurgical nurses were named most in negligent lawsuits at 32%, followed by obstetrics at
16%. The clinical specialty areas with the least amount of litigation was the critical care
areas to include: coronary and intensive care units, operating rooms, and pediatric units
each at 3%, followed by recovery rooms at 2%, and emergency departments at 1%. Six
categories of negligence were identified as sources for nurse malpractice suits with
resulting settlements. Negligence was found in reference to the failure to follow
standards of care, to use equipment in a responsible manner, to communicate, to
document, to assess and monitor, and to act as a patient advocate. It is evident that nurses
need to be conscientious in their practice. Errors in clinical practice among the nursing
discipline are often a result a lack of knowledge, communication, and failure to complete
an intended action (Croke, 2003).
System efforts dictate that when an error is made or a near miss is discovered,
nurses complete an incident report. A consistent definition of reportable events among
the nursing profession is not clear and reliability in incident reporting is questionable.
The incident report is not considered part of the patient’s medical record, rather an
internal document for risk management to utilize to assess the risk associated with the
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incident and quality in order to be utilized to enhance patient safety improvements. The
incident report is typically not a discoverable document in potential future litigation
(Furrow, Greaney, Johnson, Jost, & Schwartz, 2008). Facts about treatment and patient
response are included in the chart; however, it is not documented in the patient’s chart
that an incident report has been filed. Incident reports indicate more detail regarding the
event. The prevailing issue is that in a healthcare system undergoing patient safety
reform, transparency in revealing errors and near-misses is lacking. Although some
improvements have been realized since the IOM report over a decade ago, there is still
much work needed to address the issue of nursing errors. Some legislative efforts at the
federal and state level to promote the reporting of errors and near-misses have been
implemented.
In 2001, the Consolidated Appropriations Act included the Patient Safety and
Errors Reduction Act; this legislation included recommendations from the IOM report
(Cavanaugh, 2001). The law included the investigation and execution of systems that
reduced errors in the healthcare environment and enhanced safe patient care delivery
practices which are still in practice today. This legislation was an initial step toward
providing organizations some assured legal protections in order to increase reporting
related to errors to gather information at a federal level. The governmental entity,
AHRQ, a division of the United States Department of Health and Human Services, was
given the responsibility under the law to create a confidential error reporting database, to
evaluate and report on patient safety research and identify opportunities for quality
improvements. Targeted events to report to AHRQ were sentinel events, adverse events,
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and near-misses (Cavanaugh, 2001). Funds were appropriated to AHRQ to formulate the
National Quality Forum for patient safety research based on reportable serious events,
also referred to as never events. Never events include serious occurrences in the
healthcare environment in the following categories: “surgical events, product or device
events, patient protection events, care management events, environmental events, and
criminal events” (Plawecki & Amrhein, 2009).
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) is the federal agency that
administers and regulates the federally funded Medicare and Medicaid programs. In
2006, CMS determined that it would no longer make payments to hospitals for never
events. In 2008, CMS added three additional never events to the list: “surgical site
infections following certain elective procedures, including certain orthopedic surgeries,
bariatric surgery for obesity, certain manifestations of poor control of blood sugar levels,
deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism following total knee replacement and hip
replacement procedures” (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2011). CMS is
utilizing financial incentives for hospitals to reduce the occurrence of preventable
sentinel events and improve quality. Joint Commission accredited organizations meet the
CMS requirements for Medicare and Medicaid payments and are considered deemed
status and are required to report sentinel events. In a study published in 2012, researchers
examined trends over a 10 year period, (1998-2007), by using the national patient safety
indicators set by AHRQ. Results indicated that 50% of the fourteen patient safety
indicators have been on the rise during this time period. Failure-to-rescue, post-operative
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indicators, and obstetric indicators showed a decrease in percentage of occurrences
(Downey, Hernadez-Boussard, Bank, & Morton, 2012).
At the state level, Minnesota was the first state to implement the never events law.
Minnesota statutes require the report of never events publicly to the “Minnesota Hospital
Association’s internet based Patient Safety Registry.” Minnesota Statutes §144.7065
(2005) requires applicable facilities to investigate each reported event, report the
underlying cause, and take corrective action to prevent the recurrence of the event.”
Other states such as Illinois, Connecticut, California and New Jersey enacted laws related
to never events reporting. In 2004, New Jersey passed a law, the Patient Safety Act,
which required that preventable errors be reported to the New Jersey Department of
Health and Senior Services. The organizations that reported the preventable event were
kept confidential from the public. In addition, disclosure of the error to patients was
required if the patient experienced harm (Plawecki & Amrhein, 2009).
California law also required reporting errors that created harm to a patient within
twenty-four hours of the occurrence. In 2004, Connecticut law 04-164 was amended to
include the reporting of never events. The Illinois Adverse Healthcare Events Reporting
Law was enacted in 2005; Illinois became the fourth state to require public reporting of
never events (Plawecki, & Amrhein, 2009). According to the most recent CMS report,
“Update on State Government Tracking of Health Care-Acquired Conditions,” (2011),
twenty-seven states and the District of Columbia, have legislation and reporting
requirements (West, Eng, Lyda-McDonald & McCall, 2011). It is evident that following
the IOM report, efforts were taken at the federal and state levels level to address the
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problem of errors in the healthcare environment through legislative efforts by reporting
requirements. Although progress has been made, many states still do not require
reporting of errors, never events, adverse events, or near-misses. At the federal level with
the lack of mandatory national reporting requirements, adequate learning to improve
patient safety may not be realized to its full potential.

Work Environment and Nursing Errors
Culture influences behavior. Changing culture in complex environments such as
the healthcare industry is a continued challenge (Benham-Hutchins, & Clancy, 2010;
Friesen, 2008). Even with evidence that most errors occur because of faulty systems, it
appears that when something happens outside the anticipated outcome, healthcare
providers, patients, and family still are looking for who to blame (Leape & Berwick,
2005). Historically, a focus on the individual practitioner and place of blame for
handling errors has been the norm in the healthcare environment (Luk et al., 2008;
Crigger & Meek, 2007; Carlton & Blegen, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Johnstone & Kanitsaki,
2005; Ramsey, 2005; Anderson & Webster, 2001; Kohn, et al., 2000).
Research indicates that the nursing discipline continues to employ a culture of
accusation when addressing errors (AHRQ, 2012; Luk et al., 2008; Coyle, 2005).
For example, when a nurse makes an error, the nurse is reprimanded regarding the error,
blamed for the error, and documentation of the event is recorded in the employee’s file.
All of these interventions have a negative connotation. This does not mean the nurse
should not be held responsible for the error however; a system approach at examining an
error will help inform the reasons for the occurrence. The nurse may also feel low self-
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esteem, unsupported, and alone when errors are handled in this manner. Handling errors
in this way has led to a lack of disclosure by nurses due to shame, guilt, and fear of
reprisal (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
In a culture of blame, nurses who make errors are likely to be viewed as
inattentive, careless, and incompetent individuals (Crane & Crane, 2006; Johnstone &
Kanitsaki, 2005; Anderson & Webster, 2001). However, most nurses that commit an
error in their career are often highly skilled professionals (Erlen, 2001; Kohn, et al.,
2000). There were varying experiences reported by nurses on how a nursing error was
handled. Over the past decade, a systematic approach to managing errors has become the
favored course of action for positive outcomes for clinicians, patients, and organizations
(Luk et al., 2008; Austin, 2007; Carlton & Blegen, 2006; Crane & Crane, 2006; Crigger,
2005; Johnstone & Kanitsaki, 2005; Cook et al., 2004; Anderson & Webster, 2001; Erlen,
2001). This method enhances reconciliation after an error is made, encourages disclosure
of errors, near-misses, and enhances patient safety efforts (Crigger & Meek, 2007; Crane
& Crane, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Johnstone & Kanitsaki, 2005; Anderson & Webster,
2001). It is evident that the nurse may contribute to an error in the context of system
failures however, rarely is the nurse the sole cause of the error.
As part of a community of healthcare providers, nurses are influenced by their
environmental culture. In a study of 2,990 critical care nurses surveyed from 206 clinical
units of eight Magnet hospitals, nurses who reported a healthy work environment
perceived higher quality of care (Schmalenberg & Kramer, 2008). In environments
reported to have supportive leadership, this had a positive influence in regard to the
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aftermath of the error (Luk et al., 2008; Attree, 2007). An example of a closed
environment was evident in the study by Attree (2007) in which nurses who reported
system and practice concerns reported that “Nothing was done” to correct the problem,
which typically resulted in an untoward outcome that could have been avoided. Thus, the
handling of nursing errors by nursing management and the organization is a critical
element that influences nursing error management systems.
The creation of positive practice environments by nurse leaders has shown to
reach even further than the individual nurse’s satisfaction. In a study by Boev (2012), a
positive perception of one’s nursing leader had a significant impact on patient satisfaction
scores. Nurses’ who reported a favorable perception of the nurse manager in their unit,
also demonstrated higher patient satisfaction scores in the unit. Although in its infancy to
relate nurses’ perceived satisfaction to patient satisfaction, the results send a clear
message about the importance of the nurse leader and work environment of the nurse and
its influence on patient care (Boev, 2012). In another study, the combination of
baccalaureate prepared nurses, lower nurse to patient staffing ratios, and better work
environments decreased the odds of patient deaths and failure-to-rescue events. In poor
work environments, education and staffing ratios did not impact mortality and failure-torescue odds (Aiken, Cimiotti, Sloane, Smith, Flynn, & Neff, 2011). The importance of
leader support in practice environments continues to be a significant factor in both nurse
and patient satisfaction.
Other environmental factors that were examined included the many interruptions
encountered by nurses in daily practice. One mixed method study in which a nurse was
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shadowed during their shift, indicated nearly one interruption per hour resulting in
multiple cognitive shifts for the nurse (Potter et al., 2005). Other research has focused on
the recovery of a nursing error which means an error was interrupted prior to reaching the
patient. Nurses in these studies viewed anticipation of errors as part of their job and
expressed a need to be prepared for errors to ensure and intervene accordingly to prevent
the occurrence (Hurley et al., 2008; Henneman, et al., 2006). Although an open
environment for handling errors has been the goal of nursing for some time, the blame
approach for handling errors remains a problem (Ramsey, 2005). Creating a safe
environment for staff to discuss and design strategies to manage and prevent future errors
through professional growth, improved clinical practice, and improved patient outcomes
are the end result of disclosure.
In a 2004 study by Cook and colleagues, even though nurses reported the
importance of being involved with sharing and investigating errors, rarely were they part
of the review process. Only 19% of participants participated in root cause analysis and
only 10% participated in the FMEA process (Cook et al., 2004). In addition, another
study that had nurses review four clinical vignettes and rate the severity of the error, risk
of an error occurring with the circumstances described, and contributing factors to the
error was conducted. Results indicated variability among nurses’ judgment, lending
additional support to the lack of nurse involvement in quality techniques to determine
factors contributing to errors and variable definition of errors (Chipps, et al., 2011).
The healthcare industry is not the only work environment that is considered a
high-risk industry; other high risk environments include aviation, military forces, and
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nuclear power plants (Day, Dalto, Fox, & Turpin, 2006; Crigger, 2005; Anderson &
Webster, 2001). The premise in these high risk industries is the acceptance of the law of
averages, combined with the complexity of the business will at some point likely lead to
errors (Anderson & Webster, 2001). These industries accept the fact that errors can
occur, and utilize a systems approach to evaluating and recognizing high risk procedures,
and design both preventative and reactive plans to minimize the occurrence and impact of
the errors (Day et al., 2006; Leos, Schulmeister, & Harttranft, 2006).
One proactive methodology that has been utilized to assess risk of certain
procedures in high-risk industries is the FMEA technique (Day et al., 2006; Leos et al.,
2006). Although this is considered a preventative method to determine associated risk,
this can also be utilized to examine near-misses and minimize the effects of an error
(Leos et al., 2006). This can only occur if the near-misses and errors are reported.
Unlike root cause analysis, which examines the system after an error has occurred,
FMEAs can use information to prevent future problems. Both processes are quality
techniques that nurse leaders and staff should understand and utilize in practice (Day et
al., 2006).
Until attitudes, structures, and processes are in place to encourage open
communication in reporting errors in a non-threatening environment, the advantage of
these quality techniques may not be understood. FMEA has successfully been used in
several clinical areas. In fact, Joint Commission requires hospitals to perform at least one
FMEA each year. The process involves identifying high-risk procedures, often
recognized through near-misses. FMEA includes identifying the steps in the process of
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the high-risk procedure, the failure mode (answering the question of what could go wrong
in the procedure), the causes of the possible failure, and the effects of the failure if it were
to occur (Day et al., 2006; Leos et al., 2006). Next, an assessment of a risk priority
number by measuring and multiplying the severity, probability, and detectability scores is
completed to determine the level of hazard associated with the procedure (Crane &
Crane, 2006; Day et al., 2006; Leos et al., 2006). One trauma team used the FMEA
technique to examine the risk associated with dialysis patients in the trauma unit who
received heparin when contraindicated. The process was initiated when a trauma patient
mistakenly received heparin though there were no adverse outcomes. Regardless, the
team took this opportunity to attempt to determine the processes of care, and to identify
deficiencies in communication, scheduling, role clarity, and scope of practice issues (Day
et al., 2006). Originally used in the chemistry industry, the Eindhoven model has been
used in the application for classification of errors and nurses’ role in the recovery of
errors (Henneman & Gawlinski, 2004). The model highlights technical, organizational,
and human failures that can occur and depending on the adequacy of prevention
interventions, will result in either a near-miss or actual error resulting with the nurse as
the last line of defense.
Discussion has become an effective method of learning for nurses (Austin, 2007).
Just as medicine has mortality and morbidity rounds and review cases with adverse
events, nursing can benefit by reviewing and evaluating the processes that led to the
error. Crigger argued that a faulty systems model was a more effective method of
handling mistakes rather than what Leape termed, the perfectibility model (Crigger,
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2005). Many errors are a result of poor or ineffective communication among the
healthcare team (AACN, 2005; Pinkerton, 2005; Kohn, et al., 2000). Nurse leaders can
facilitate efficient teamwork by providing forums for collaborative practice. Programs
such as the Good Catch Program in which clinicians are recognized for handling close
calls or near-misses in a professional manner to foster learning can assist in improving
patient safety efforts (Mick et al., 2007). Collaborative practice and communication have
a positive impact on safety in the clinical practice environment (Benham & Clancy, 2010;
AACN, 2005; Crigger, 2005; Pinkerton, 2005). In a study of 462 critical care nurses,
results indicated that nurse-physician communication was a significant predictor of
medication errors (Manojilovich & DeCicco, 2007). Nurse leaders can work within their
facility to provide a multidisciplinary forum for learning from errors (Austin, 2007;
Carlton & Blegen, 2006).
Recent studies evaluating the climate in which nurses practice and its influence on
patient safety indicate that environments that focus on learning, are patient-centered, and
foster a safety climate have better safety outcomes (Chang & Mark, 2011; Thompson, et
al., 2011; Rathert & May, 2007). In a meta-analysis study aimed at defining a culture of
safety model, seven factors were identified in the literature as critical to the development
of a safe practice environment (Sammer, Lykens, Singh, Mains & Lackan, 2010).
Results included an environment that had leadership, teamwork, evidence-based,
communication, learning, just culture, and patient-centered. In healthcare organizations
that foster cultures of safety, leaders acknowledge errors occur, provide support to
enhance patient safety, teamwork includes an open, collaborative environment, and
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communication allows for patient advocacy in any situation. In addition, care decisions
are evidence-based and standardized to create high reliability organizations, educational
opportunities to learn from errors are the norm, a just culture balances the recognition of
human and system error with accountability efforts, and all decisions are made in
reference to the patient’s needs (Sammer et al., 2010). Each of the safety climates
described indicate the importance of these factors when evaluating the environment for
safety.
In a study by Chang and Mark (2011), 279 nursing units in a random selection of
146 United States hospitals, error management was examined to determine the influence
of a learning climate on nursing staffing skill mix and medication errors. Several factors
were examined in relationship to the learning climate, staffing, and medication errors.
These include: work environment, team, personal, medication-related support services,
and patient factors. A learning climate was measured by the employees’ willingness to
reveal errors, open communication of errors, and the extent in which errors were actively
considered and evaluated for the source of the error. Results indicated that negative
learning climates were associated with more medication errors. In addition, nursing units
with fewer RN staff and a poor learning environment reported increased medication
errors (Chang & Mark, 2011). Evaluation of the learning climate and its influence on
patient safety outcomes is an important step to determining strategies for creating a
culture of learning from errors.
In a study by Thompson and colleagues (2011), 711 nurses and 34 leaders from a
large academic practice setting, explored nurses’ perceptions of the safety climate of their
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unit compared with leader-member exchange scores. Results demonstrated a link
between relational leadership and a climate of safety. The leader-member exchange
scores measured unit leadership behaviors such as leaders’ safety expectations, learning
and quality improvement efforts, communication about errors, and error response of a
non-punitive nature. The results indicated higher leader-member exchange scores had a
positive relationship on the unit safety climate. The study indicated that units with
leaders who had higher leader-member exchange scores, provided an open environment
for the communication, discussion, and learning from errors. This type of environment
has suggested an increased propensity for nurses to feel comfortable to report errors and
practice concerns (Thompson et.al., 2011). Nurses’ attitudes and behavior influence
whether nurses report errors. In addition to relational leadership which creates a
psychologically safe environment to report errors in the aforementioned study, another
study indicated that professional commitment on behalf of the nurse to patient safety
contributed to overall better safety outcomes and better perceived quality care on behalf
of the patient (Thompson et al., 2011; Teng, Dai, Shyu, Wang, Chu, & Tsai, 2009).
Currently, there is an atmosphere in which individual clinicians determine what a
reportable error is (Cook et al., 2004). Consequently, underreporting is the standard, due
to a pervasive fear of retribution for reporting self or colleagues’ errors (Crigger & Meek,
2007; AACN, 2005; Pinkerton, 2005). Reporting standards, protocols, and policies to
deal with errors can guide nurses’ response to errors. Nurses must be educated on these
guidelines and understand their responsibility to patients, colleagues, and the
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organization. It is apparent that the work environment is a key factor in disclosure efforts
in reference to nursing errors in clinical practice.

Nurses’ Emotional Response to Nursing Errors
The IOM report altered the image that healthcare clinicians are free of error in
practice. There is a tendency by some in both the healthcare environment and public to
think that healthcare providers are above making mistakes (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
However, this is not the case; errors occur and nurses contribute to the alarming statistics.
A recurring theme noted in the literature was the strong emotional response of the nurse
after the discovery of an error. Many nurses experienced several symptoms of emotional
distress such as disbelief, anxiety, fear, shame, moral anguish, and guilt (Shannon et al.,
2009; Crigger & Meek, 2007; Schelbred & Nord, 2007; Dyal, 2005). Consequently,
nurses also expressed loss of confidence in clinical competence and long term effects
from the errors. Such instances shared by nurses included symptoms of post-traumatic
stress syndrome, burnout, and depression (Crigger & Meek, 2007; Schelbred & Nord,
2007). Evidence from nurses includes such statements as the following: “I felt ashamed,
making such a mistake, and that I abandoned others’ trust in me” (Schelbred & Nord,
2007).
A common theme noted in the literature was an initial reaction by the nurse upon
discovery of an error was one of disbelief. For example, nurses shared consistently in
several studies that they could not fathom that they had made an error (Attree, 2007;
Crigger & Meek, 2007; Dyal, 2005). A statement by a participant in a study described
the reaction as “My chin hit the floor” (Crigger & Meek, 2007). The initial shock often
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led to feelings of disappointment in self and devastation that an error had been made
(Dyal, 2005). A disconnect with the real and ideal self or cognitive dissonance was
described by nurses in reference to making an error (Attree, 2007; Crigger & Meek,
2007). Anxiety in reference to the error was evident among the nurses and was
manifested by nurses in different ways. Nurses shared that after they made the error there
were feelings of concern, nightmares about the incident, moral distress, and a sense of
uneasiness (Shannon et al., 2009; Luk et al., 2008; Dyal, 2005). Nurses described
“feeling a mess” (Crigger & Meek, 2007). Fear was also experienced by nurses related to
the error. Fear for patient’s well-being, fear of the individual consequences of making an
error, fear of peers and supervisors reactions to the nurses’ competence, and judgment of
their professional ability were shared by nurses in several studies (Luk et al., 2008;
Attree, 2007; Crigger & Meek, 2007; Schelbred & Nord, 2007; Bulla, 2003). With the
unrealistic expectation that nurses don’t make errors, shame was reported to be associated
with embarrassment in making the error. Shame was felt by nurses because of concern in
regard to the reaction of others to include patients, supervisors, and colleagues’ response
to the error (Crigger & Meek, 2007; Schelbred & Nord, 2007). If there was not ample
reconciliation through disclosure, apology or rationalization, nurses experienced guilt
after the event with a profound effect on their professional and personal life (Crigger &
Meek, 2007; Schelbred & Nord, 2007). In Crigger and Meek’s conceptual framework,
subsequent to the strong emotional response, nurses shared feelings of remorse,
rationalization of the error between denial or blame of others or circumstances, and selfdissonance prior to weighing in on disclosure intention (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
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Nurses are not alone in the psychological impact of errors, not only from a
perspective of concern after an error occurs, but also this influence on future potential
errors. In a study of 380 medical residents at a major medical center that examined the
influence of fatigue and distress, independent of one another on perceived medical errors,
it was reported that each element had an association with self-perceived medical errors.
Distress was evaluated through indicators on a survey that reflected quality of life,
burnout, and depression. Results showed higher levels of distress impacted residents’
concern of future perceived medical errors (West, Tan, Habermann, Sloan & Shanafelt,
2009). This further supports the importance of the understanding the impact of the
psychological state of healthcare providers on patient safety efforts in both current and
future situations. In addition, other high stake professions such as law enforcement
where actions can lead to injury or death, protocols for handling these intense situations
are in place, such as counseling and administrative leave to deal with the event. A
quantifiable measurement of the emotional reaction a nurse experiences after making an
error in clinical practice is needed to better understand and handle this concern, improve
patient safety efforts, and reduce potential nurse burnout.
Although nurses experienced an initial reaction of psychological stress, many
described their ability to curtail their emotions in order to attend to the patient. A
common theme that was revealed was assurance of patient safety first in the midst of
emotional crisis. In a study by Dyal (2005), a nurse expressed these feelings: “My
thoughts were this could be a very serious incident, could jeopardize my patient’s health.
I felt responsible, I felt guilty, I felt devastated and very stressed.” Nevertheless, long
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term effects cannot be ignored on the impact of the event on future experiences with
nursing errors. In another related study by Huard and Fahy (1999), moral distress was
experienced by the nurse when advocating for vulnerable patients and feeling unheard.
An interpretive interactionist study was conducted based on an exemplar about a nurse
who experienced a situation of medical futility with her patient. Some similar themes
emerged such as fear, frustration, and powerlessness to name a few, thus resulting in
burnout (Huard and Fahy, 1999). Although this study was not focused primarily on
nursing errors, it is evident that emotions and communication play a key role in patient
advocacy and safety. In order to create an environment where nursing errors are
addressed, acceptance of the occurrence and development of processes to handle these
situations are necessary to improve safety efforts.
Congruent with Crigger and Meek’s conceptual framework, other studies
demonstrated evidence that support the proposed model. In a study by Schelbred and
Nord (2007), nurses described their experiences after a medication error was made. The
themes that emerged from this study included emotional distress, concern about
interactions with patients and family, reactions from colleagues and managers, and
concern about reportable events to the National Board of Health. The reactions of the
participants and their support system can have a profound effect on successful
reconciliation. For example, the likelihood to disclose the error if it is not apparent and
finding ways to come to terms with an error can all be affected by the initial emotional
response decision-making point. Another study by Dyal, (2005), resulted in themes that
are congruent with the other studies discussed above. The themes were feeling burdened
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by the error and liberated by professionalism. Feeling burdened was associated with the
stress of the error and being liberated by professionalism translated into when the nurse
took action to resolve the error, they felt free of the burden, which is consistent with
disclosure leading to healthy self-reconciliation (Dyal, 2005). Although studies had
varying terminology for themes, an element of reconciliation via disclosure was evident
in the literature. Desire for reconciliation was evident in an expression of one participant
that they were: “Making it right” (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
A study of 242 perioperative nurses found that 89% of the respondents did not
feel indifferent about making a nursing error, thus indicating experience with emotional
distress after an error had occurred. This study found that social support and planned
problem-solving were significant predictors of the nurses having constructive changes in
their practice. In contrast, escape and avoidance were coping strategies used by nurses
that did not result in constructive practice changes, rather defensive practice (Chard,
2010). Lack of evaluation of the initial emotional response after the discovery of an error
by a nurse and the influence of this psychological state on disclosure is an identified gap
for error management systems. An examination of the nurse’s response after a discovery
of an error is a crucial element of study in order to understand and develop systems that
recognize the psychological impact of errors and its influence on nurses’ disclosure of
errors.

Instrumentation and Nursing Errors
Measurement tools to quantify safety efforts in reference to clinical errors are just
beginning to emerge. Although some tools have been developed in response to patient
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safety initiatives, none are specific to nurses’ emotional response after discovery of an
error and disclosure of errors. There is a deficit in this area of research and appears to be
a significant step in the process towards self-reconciliation and patient safety
improvements. As a result, this area of research needs further study to validate that the
strong emotional response to a mistake in clinical practice as posed in Crigger and
Meek’s conceptual model is supported in order to inform the issue (Crigger & Meek,
2007). To ignore the impact of this stage of the process is to make assumptions not yet
confirmed in the field. Measurement tools to date that reflect the construct of nurses’
emotional response which comprise the five domains of disbelief, anxiety, fear, shame,
and guilt after discovery and disclosure of an error, have not been developed or tested to
validate this conceptual process (Heaser, 2004; Strickland & Dilorio, 2003; Strickland &
Waltz, 1990; Waltz & Strickland, 1990; Waltz & Strickland, 1988). To test this
conceptual model, it can assist in determining what systems, education, and policies need
to be considered based on this evidence to improve patient safety efforts through
disclosure.
Several tools related to clinical errors and safety have been developed in reference
to different aspects of the patient safety issue. It is clear that a tool to measure the
emotional response and level of psychological safety that exist are not developed in
reference to this concept, yet significant to safety improvement efforts. The Recovered
Medical Error Inventory (RMEI) is a 25 item scale that list errors in the field with a good
internal consistency of .90. The scale was used in a study to determine recovered nursing
errors by critical care nurses. Recovered clinical errors refers to the identification and
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interruption of a potential error prior to it becoming an actual error with nurse
intervention to ultimately prevent an adverse occurrence. In a one year study of 345
critical care nurses, it was reported that nurses “recovered” or prevented 18,578 clinical
errors with 4,183 of those errors described as potentially lethal. Applied to other
specialty areas among hospital nurses, the authors determined that 70,702,000 potential
errors could be recovered annually. In addition, if 70% of the nurses recovered a
minimum of one potential fatal error per year, 952,000 deaths could be averted by nurses
annually (Dykes, Rothschild & Hurley, 2010).
Another survey developed by the AHRQ in 2004, focuses on hospital staff rating
of the safety culture on their unit and at the organizational level to capture aspects of
patient safety such as peer support in the working environment, communication,
supervisor support in error management, error reporting, and open-ended questions
related to patient safety, errors, and reporting. Although elements of error reporting and
response are included in the instrument, items to address the emotional response after the
error is discovered and this influence on nurses’ disclosure of errors were limited to items
related to fear of reporting (AHRQ, 2012).
In a systematic review of measurement tools assessing patient safety culture the
emotional response after discovery of an error was not addressed in the current tools
identified. The review resulted in 13 instruments that include dimensions of patient
safety culture. A listing of the dimensions, sample items, and the validity and reliability
measures of each tool was reported. Sixteen dimensions were evaluated based on
domains reported in the literature. The tools had an average of 51 items, ranging from
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10-112 questions. Researchers categorized the surveys into six dimensions: management,
safety systems, risk, work pressure, competence, and additional dimensions. Additional
dimensions included items related to teamwork, open communication, organizational
learning, feedback, beliefs about error causes, job satisfaction, and overall safety
perceptions. The review reported that none of the instruments covered all dimensions,
however 11 of the 13 surveys focused on management and organizational commitment to
safety, open communication, and beliefs about causes of errors and adverse events
(Singla, Kitch, Weissman, & Campbell, 2006). None of the instruments reviewed
directly addressed professionalism, a key aspect of fostering a culture of safety and error
reporting.
Patient safety is recognized as a key imperative for healthcare research in order to
make improvements in quality, cost, and patient safety outcomes. In order to provide
high quality care for patients and foster a safe practice environment, nurses are a key part
of the evaluation of nursing error response. Nurses’ emotional response after discovery
of an error in clinical practice and its influence on disclosure of an error is not well
understood. This is an important aspect of the error management process in order to
move forward, understand, and create a more effective error management system.

Literature Review Summary
It is evident that nursing errors occur even with the best prevention efforts. As the
largest number of healthcare providers, nurses are in a unique position to influence the
future of error management. Many initiatives have been put in place to prevent and
manage clinical errors. Such methods to address errors have been through accreditation
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standards, education, technology, quality improvement techniques, and regulatory efforts.
A clear gap in the literature is the examination of the emotional response the nurse
encounters after discovery of an error and how this influences nurses’ disclosure of an
error. Without the knowledge of the psychological impact nurses experience after the
discovery of an error and its influence on disclosure, quality improvement efforts cannot
occur. Currently, there is no instrument that measures this construct of the emotional
response and its influence on nurses’ disclosure of errors. Nursing errors have a great
impact on nursing practice and patient safety. The psychological well-being and
competence of the nurse, proper reconciliation through disclosure, culture, and work
environment influence the ability of the nurse to deliver safe care. However, more
research is indicated to explore the many consequences that happen as a result of a
nursing error.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This chapter includes an overview of the research design, target population and
sample size for the study. In addition instrument development methods are discussed to
include: validity, reliability, content expert review, cognitive testing, and pilot testing
results and revisions. HSRB approvals for each phase of the study, recruitment of
participants, funding sources, data collection procedures, data analysis, ethical
considerations, and summary are included in this chapter.

Research Design
This is a non-experimental, cross-sectional research design that examined the
following variables of a nurses’ emotional response: disbelief, anxiety, fear, shame, and
guilt and its influence on disclosure following an error in clinical practice. In addition,
this study evaluated the psychometric properties of an original instrument to measure the
construct of nurses’ emotional response after the discovery of an error in clinical practice
and disclosure of errors. The construct being operationalized for this instrument
development is the measurement of nurses’ emotional response and its influence on
disclosure of an error. For purposes of this study, the terms mistake and error are used
interchangeably. A mistake or nursing error is defined as any action or inaction that
occurred outside of a nursing standard and may or may not have resulted in harm.
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Population
There are approximately 3.1 million Registered Nurses in the United States
(ANA, 2013). The intended population for this study are Registered Nurses in the United
States who have made an error in the clinical setting in their career. Inclusion criteria are
Registered Nurses who have made an error in clinical practice. Exclusion criteria are
Registered Nurses who have not committed a nursing error in their career.
Sample Size
The sample was obtained through two methods: a publication list serve and access
to Registered Nurses at two large integrated health systems in the Metropolitan area of
the District of Columbia. The sample consisted of approximately 20,000 potential
subjects to recruit (8,000 in the list serve, 7,000 at one system and 5,000 at the other area
system). Power analysis was based on the results of a pilot study after 31 responses were
received with an effect size of 0.15, power =.80, and α =.05 (Cohen,1988). An 11%
attrition rate was factored into the sample size calculation. A sample size of 1,400
Registered Nurses would be needed to detect a difference among the disclosure and nondisclosure group.
The number of subjects to test an instrument has varying recommendations. For
instrument evaluation, a recommendation by Nunnally is to have 10 subjects per/item for
the construct being measured to test an instrument, equating to a total of 250 respondents
in this study (Nunnally, 1978). Another source, Comrey and Lee identifies 200 as a fair
sample size and 300 as good sample size to evaluate an instrument (Pett, Lackey &
Sullivan, 2003). In total, for psychometric properties evaluation of the instrument and
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consideration of an 11% attrition rate, a minimum sample size to achieve adequate
psychometric testing is a range between 277-333 subjects.
Instrument
Construct identification based on theory and an extensive review of the literature
is the first step in the instrument development process. Concept analysis was completed
on the data from the literature review. The themes that emerged from data sources led to
the five domains of a strong emotional response. Items were developed based on the
findings to quantify each domain. Reflective indicators were developed for each domain.
Constructs are considered latent variables since the concept is not directly observed (Pett
et al., 2003).
A comprehensive literature review on nursing errors was conducted and revealed
common themes related to the emotions experienced by nurses after the discovery of an
error. The literature was reviewed for studies that examined nurses’ experiences after
making an error and for identifying any available instruments that measure the emotional
distress experienced by a nurse after making a nursing error. It was determined that an
adequate tool was not available to examine this construct; therefore, the decision was to
create an original instrument entitled: Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in
Clinical Practice survey. Crigger and Meek’s conceptual framework was selected for
instrument development (Crigger & Meek, 2007). Based on Crigger and Meek’s
conceptual framework for a theory toward Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in
Nursing Practice and previous research, the construct of nurses’ emotional response and
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disclosure of an error following errors in clinical practice was identified for this study
(Crigger & Meek, 2007).
As noted in Chapter 2, databases explored included: CINAHL, PubMed,
Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, ProQuest, PsychINFO, PubMed, Health and Psychosocial
Instruments, Dissertations and Theses. Key words included: disclosure, incident report,
medical errors, mistakes, nursing, emotional distress, psychological distress, disbelief,
anxiety, fear, shame, guilt, patient safety, and quality. Empirical indicators based on the
literature review were developed into quantifiable statements or items that measure the
construct to create the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice
survey instrument. Content experts evaluated the 34 items measuring the emotional
response construct and additional items to collect demographic and descriptive variables
of interest to the study (Refer to Appendix A for Content Validity Expert Questionnaire).
Validity
Validity is the degree in which an instrument measures what it is expected to
measure (Polit & Beck, 2012). Face and content validity evidence is established through
a content expert panel to evaluate the empirical indicators used in the Emotional
Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument (Pett, Lackey
& Sullivan, 2003). Content expert selection was based on expertise as evidenced by
clinical experience, publications, research, and presentations in the fields of safety,
quality, risk management, psychology, and work environments. Experts were also
members of the healthcare profession (Polit & Beck, 2012).
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Reliability
Reliability is the degree of consistency an instrument measures an attribute (Polit
& Beck, 2012). Reliability and item statistics to evaluate internal consistency, item
means, item standard deviations, and item total correlations (i.e. discriminant index) were
conducted to evaluate the instrument. Internal consistency reliability (i.e. Cronbach’s
alpha), measures the extent in which all the items in the instrument are measuring the
same attribute (Polit & Beck, 2012). Item analysis was conducted for each domain and
the total scale; greater than or equal to .40 for item correlation is considered an acceptable
range to retain the item (Pett et al., 2003). In addition, evaluation of Cronbach’s alpha
was assessed if an item is deleted to determine if the item should be retained (Pett et al.,
2003). The Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey
instrument was designed based on evidence in the literature, in which five distinct
domains were revealed.
Content Expert Review
HSRB approval for content expert review of the Emotional Response and
Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument was sought and obtained
(Refer to Appendix B for HSRB Approval for Expert Review). The Emotional Response
and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument consisted of 34 items for
expert review. Nine content experts were invited to review and provide feedback on the
instrument. Each expert was mailed a letter of invitation to participate in the expert
review of the instrument with a self-addressed stamped envelope to return the completed
questionnaire to the researcher. Eight content experts participated in the review. The
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content expert panel were all members of the healthcare profession; seven of the experts
have a background in nursing and one in medicine. The panel was all female and
consisted of representatives with expertise in patient safety, psychology, quality, risk
management, research, and leadership. Face validity and content validation of items (ICVI) were conducted using a relevance scale. Content validation scores for I-CVIs’
target result were .78 or higher. (Polit & Beck, 2012). Scores less than the target I-CVI
were considered for deletion. Based on the content validation scores, analysis of the
content expert feedback, and the significance of the item to the study aims, the Emotional
Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument was revised
accordingly. As a result of the content expert review, five items measuring the emotional
response construct were deleted and three items were reworded. The deleted items
included the following statements: in the disbelief domain: I doubted that it had really
occurred, (CVI=.33), in the anxiety domain: I was troubled by the event, (CVI=.57), in
the fear domain: I experienced a high level of self-doubt in my nursing abilities,
(CVI=.57), in the shame domain: I was devastated that an error occurred, (CVI=.71) and
the guilt domain: I experienced nightmares about my job, (CVI=.71). The reworded
items included: in the disbelief domain: I could not fathom what had happened to: I was
filled with disbelief when the error occurred, I was astonished that a nursing error may
have occurred to: I could not believe that a nursing error had occurred and the guilt
domain: I experienced flashbacks of the error over time to: I experienced concern about
the error over time.
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This resulted in 29 items reflecting the emotional response construct. For the
remainder of the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice
survey instrument, based on expert feedback , the following revisions were made:
medical error was changed to nursing error, a timeline for when the error occurred was
developed, a communication error was added as a response to the error type, non-nursing
PhD was added as a response choice for the highest educational level, long term care was
added as a response choice for type of specialty, and inquiry about whether one worked at
a Magnet or Pathway to Excellence organization was removed. In addition, cognitive
testing was suggested by a content expert. A second HSRB approval was obtained and
Willis’ cognitive testing was conducted (Refer to Appendix C for Cognitive Testing HSRB
Approval). Six telephone interviews were conducted with saturation achieved.
Cognitive Testing of Survey Items
HSRB approval was sought and obtained for cognitive testing and piloting of
survey items. Cognitive testing for the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in
Clinical Practice survey instrument to measure nurses' emotional response and disclosure
following errors in clinical practice was conducted to ensure the interpretation of the
items are as the researcher intended in the population taking the survey, Registered
Nurses. The aim of the cognitive testing study was to validate the item interpretation of
the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument.
After cognitive testing, the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical
Practice survey was revised for administration to Registered Nurses in the final phase of
this study.
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A convenience sample of Registered Nurses were the intended sample in this
cognitive testing and pilot study. Registered Nurses were invited to share their contact
information during the pilot testing if they were interested in participating in cognitive
testing of the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey.
The survey tool was entered into Survey MonkeyTM so it could be distributed online to
the intended sample. Nurses were recruited via a recruitment flyer and email to invite
participants. In addition, a Metropolitan area School of Nursing (SON) faculty were
asked to circulate the flyer in the graduate courses underway in the summer of 2012.
Graduate courses were comprised of Registered Nurses and most graduate students have
work experience. Faculty were contacted and invited to circulate the invitation to
participate in the study and the email with access to the survey link was sent to the class
roster. Six faculty were invited to share the opportunity with their students and agreed to
forward the opportunity to students in their course. After completion of the online
survey, the researcher contacted participants to schedule a telephone interview with the
participant to conduct an interview using Willis' cognitive testing via verbal probing to
validate item interpretation. All responses were kept confidential. Registered Nurses
completed the online survey and six respondents participated in cognitive testing of the
survey instrument. Phone interviews were taped and confidentiality was protected.
Probing questions were based on the interpretation of the items only. No probing
questions about the error referenced by the participant on the survey were asked (i.e. what
the error was, where it occurred, when it occurred). Based on patterns of the survey
responses, the researcher asked participants relevant probing questions about items that
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performed < 3 on the 5 point Likert scale of agreement. Willis' recommendation for
verbal probing was followed and included questions about:
1. Comprehension: What does the term error mean to you? What does the term
disclosure mean to you?
2. Interpretation probe/Paraphrasing: Can you repeat the question I just asked in
your own words?
3. Recall probe: How do you remember the error indicated in this survey?
4. Specific probe: Why do you think that nursing errors are a serious health
problem?
5. General probes: How did you arrive at that answer? Was that easy or hard to
answer?
6. I noticed that you hesitated - tell me what you were thinking (Willis, 2005).
Based on the results of the cognitive testing of the survey items, the following
changes were made to the final version of the Emotional Response and Disclosure of
Errors in Clinical Practice survey: reformatted questions so agreement statements were
easily referenced when answering the question, items that performed < overall 3 were
considered for deletion, equal items for each domain were targeted at 5 items per domain,
and the anxiety domain removed the item: I had difficulty sleeping. The following two
items were combined into one item: I experienced physical symptoms of stress (i.e.
palpitations, nausea, etc.) and item: I experienced tension (i.e. headaches, muscle aches,
etc.) into one item: I experienced physical symptoms of stress (i.e. palpitations, nausea,
tension headaches, muscle aches, etc. The fear domain removed the item: I had concerns
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about returning to work, the guilt domain removed the item: I thought about leaving the
profession. Patient identification was added to the choices for the question on type of
error referenced in the survey. The question that referenced supportive environment was
made into 2 questions: 1) At the time of the error referenced in the survey, I would
describe my supervisor as and 2) At the time of the error referenced in the survey, I
would describe my unit environment as (choices for both fully supportive, somewhat
supportive, neither supportive or unsupportive, somewhat unsupportive, fully
unsupportive).
Pilot Testing
A purposive, convenience sample of nurses who had made an error in their career
was utilized to pilot test the instrument. Data was cleaned, reviewed for accuracy and
entered into SPSS for analysis (Norusis, 2011). A total of 42 surveys were returned for
the pilot study. Thirty-six nurses were included in the final pilot sample. The sample
was (91.7% ) female, had a mean age and standard deviation of 45 + 10 years with the
mean years of nursing experience and standard deviation of 17+ 12 years. At the time of
the nursing error, the majority of the sample possessed a Bachelor’s degree in nursing at
(58.3%). Most of the respondents’ error occurred in the acute care/critical care specialty
area, (47.2%) and only (25%) of the sample were certified at the time of the error. The
majority of the respondents described the healthcare environment as fully supportive at
the time of the error, (63.9%) in regard to the handling of the nursing error.
Psychometric properties of the instrument were evaluated using SPSS. Item
statistics to include item means and standard deviations were analyzed for each domain
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for the final 25 items used to measure the emotional response construct. Higher scores
indicated more emotional distress experienced at the time of the error. The anxiety
domain had the highest overall item mean of 4.1, indicating anxiety as the most prevalent
overall indicator of emotional distress. The fear domain had the lowest overall item
mean of 3.3, signifying the least influence on emotional distress. Scale reliability was
measured via Cronbach’s alpha for each domain; each >.70. Below is a chart for each
domain’s Cronbach’s alpha reliability for the pilot study.

Reliability Statistics Pilot Results

Table 1.
Pilot Results Reliability Statistics

Construct: Nurses’ Emotional Response & Errors
Domain

Cronbach’s Alpha

Disbelief

.752

Anxiety

.758

Fear

.803

Shame

.880

Guilt

.779

Total Scale: Emotional Response

.947

Item Analysis Pilot Results
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Greater than or equal to .40 for item correlation is considered an acceptable range
to retain the item. In conjunction with the item correlation analysis, evaluation of the
Cronbach’s alpha reliability with the item deleted should also be considered (Pett et al.,
2003). In examining the pilot results, one item in the disbelief domain, which was
measured between the item response and scale for the domain: I tried to rationalize why
it occurred, resulted in an item correlation =.341, and a slight increase in the Cronbach’s
alpha disbelief domain from .752 to .771. After careful consideration of the item
analysis, content expert feedback, cognitive testing and the importance of what the item
was measuring based on the evidence in the literature, the decision was to retain the item.
All other items in the disbelief domain resulted in an inter-item correlation greater than
.40 and had a higher Cronbach’s alpha with retaining the item, thus were retained in the
final Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey
instrument.
Total scale item analysis for the correlation between the item response and total
scale within the disbelief domain was also examined and revealed only one item that did
not meet the threshold of .40, I tried to rationalize why it occurred=.377. There was an
overall minimal Cronbach’s alpha increase from .947 to .948 if the item was deleted.
Due to the importance of the item and the lack of change in reliability if the item was
deleted, no items were removed from total scale for the final Emotional Response and
Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument.
In examining the pilot study results, the anxiety domain revealed one item in the
anxiety domain that resulted in an item correlation less than .40, which was measured
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between the item response and scale for the domain: I was upset with myself, =.306. If
this item was deleted there was a slight increase in the Cronbach’s alpha from .758 to
.767 for the domain. In the total scale analysis for the item response in reference to the
total scale this item had an overall item correlation of .601 and if this item was removed,
resulted in a lower over Cronbach’s alpha, from .947 to 945, thus was retained. After
careful consideration of the item analysis, content expert feedback and cognitive testing
and the importance of what the item was measuring based on the evidence in the
literature, the decision was to retain the item. All other items in the anxiety domain
resulted in an inter-item correlation greater than .40 and had a higher Cronbach’s alpha
with retaining the item, thus were retained in the final survey instrument.
The fear domain had one item correlation, which was measured between the item
response and scale for the domain, that was slightly below .40. It was the statement: I
lost confidence in my nursing skills. The item total correlation was equal to .382. If this
item was deleted, the Cronbach’s alpha had an increase from .803 to .821 in the domain.
For the total scale item analysis, item correlation for the item response in reference to the
total scale was greater than .40, at .447 and the Cronbach’s alpha remained, at .947. It
was determined to retain the item based on the results.
The shame domain item correlations, which was measured between the item
response and scale for the domain, resulted in all five items greater than .40 threshold.
The range of the item correlations for the domain were .608-.848. Cronbach’s alpha if
any of the items in this domain were deleted all resulted in lower internal consistency
than .880 for measuring the construct of the emotional response after discovery of an
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error in clinical practice, thus resulted in the decision to retain all five items for the shame
domain.
The guilt domain item correlations, which was measured between the item
response and scale for the domain, resulted in all five items greater than the .40 threshold.
The range of the item total correlations were .505-.601. Cronbach’s alpha would not
increase from .779 for the guilt domain with removal of any of the guilt items, so the five
items were retained in the final survey instrument.
Instrument Revisions
After analysis of the current literature in reference to the construct of the nurses’
emotional response secondary to the discovery of an error in clinical practice, content
expert’s review, cognitive testing of the items, and pilot testing of the survey, the final
survey items were established. This resulted in a 50 item survey; 25 items measured the
emotional response construct upon discovery of an error in clinical practice and 25 items
addressed nursing errors and disclosure, information at the time of the error referred to in
the survey and general demographic information.
The final Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice
survey instrument had a rating scale of a one to five Likert scale with strongly disagree =
1, disagree = 2, neither agree or disagree = 3, agree = 4 and strongly agree = 5. A higher
score on the item indicates stronger agreement and higher emotional distress. Flesh
Reading Ease was = 61.3/100 and Flesh-Kincaid Grade level = 6.5 for the final
instrument (Pett et al.,2003). This is acceptable readability scores since the population
being surveyed must have a college degree to become a nurse. The survey tool was
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entered into an online Survey MonkeyTM, so it could be sent out to nurses electronically.
(Refer to Appendix D for the final Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in
Clinical Practice survey instrument).
HSRB Approval
HSRB approval was obtained from George Mason University and the two
institutional IRBs of the healthcare organizations (Refer to Appendix E for HSRB
approval for survey launch). The only foreseen potential risk may be recurrence of
emotional feelings when completing the survey due to the recall of the event. Risks to
participants were outlined by investigators and were determined by IRB to be minimal
risk. Approval was obtained to launch the survey via email through the internet and
website postings for data collection. Informed consent was on the front page of the
survey.
Recruitment of Participants
A convenience sample was used for this study. In order to secure an adequate
sample size for this study, two methods for access to Registered Nurses were pursued.
The geographic region for the sample is the Metropolitan area of the District of
Columbia, Northern Virginia, and Maryland. According to the most recent National
Nurses Sample Survey of Registered Nurses (2008), there were an estimated 70,499
Registered Nurses in Virginia, 55,276 Registered Nurses in Maryland, and 11,487
Registered Nurses in the District of Columbia (D.C.), for an estimate of 137,262 in the
D.C. Metropolitan area (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2010).
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Access was sought through a healthcare nursing publisher email list rental of
nurses who purchased healthcare related literature from the company and opted in for
email notifications. The email list contained approximately 8,000 nurse’s email
addresses for the Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbia area. An email was
sent out three times during the four month data collection period. The email list rental
consists of Registered Nurses, licensed practical/vocational nurses, Advanced Practice
Nurses, nursing faculty, and students who have purchased journals, books, videos, CDROMs, or other electronic media. The data card email list rental consists of 5% male,
95% female with an average age of 45 and median income of $75,000.
In addition, a request for access to Registered Nurses working at a large integrated
health system in Northern Virginia was conducted through IRB approval processes. The
healthcare system has comprehensive healthcare services to include: acute care services,
hospital care, outpatient services, assisted and long-term care, and healthcare centers
located throughout Virginia. The healthcare system employs approximately 5,000
Registered Nurses. The recruitment email and survey was placed on an internal web
page for nurses to have the opportunity to participate. Presentations about the research
were made at research council meetings.
Another request was made through the IRB process at a large integrated
healthcare system in the Maryland and the District of Columbia area which employs
approximately 7,000 nurses. The healthcare system provides acute and primary care
services, urgent, subacute care, assisted living, ambulatory care, home health, and long-
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term care. A recruitment email was posted on the internal webpage and a recruitment
flyer was posted so nurses were aware of the opportunity to participate.
Funding
Three sources of funding for this study were secured. This study was supported
by a nursing research seed grant from the American Organization of Nurse Executives
foundation, a research grant from Sigma Theta Tau International Epsilon Chapter, and an
alumni donation to support a nursing doctoral student at George Mason University.
Data Collection Procedures
The Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey
tool was entered into Survey MonkeyTM so it could be distributed through the internet
using the email list serve rental for Registered Nurses and the two organizations approved
recruitment methods. Nurses were recruited via email with an embedded link included in
the email and in addition, one organization used an available recruitment flyer. (Refer to
Appendix E for recruitment email and recruitment flyer). The survey was open for a four
month period. An incentive to win an iPad 3 with two drawings was available for
participants who completed the survey. Information was offered through a separate link
to ensure responses were not connected to nurses completing the survey. The drawings
were conducted at the end of the second and fourth month of the survey being open.
Informed consent was on the first page of the survey and included contact
information for the student and faculty advisor for any research related questions. Clear
instructions were included on the survey and evaluated prior to launching the tool for the
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study. Overall directions on the survey are as follows: The purpose of this survey is to
measure the emotional response experienced by a nurse after the discovery of an error in
clinical practice. For purposes of this survey, an error is defined as any action or inaction
that occurred outside of a nursing standard and may or may not have resulted in harm.
The survey should take 10-15 minutes to complete. There are four parts to this survey:
Part A, B, C, and D with specific directions for each part (Refer to Appendix D for the
survey instrument and detailed instructions for each section). All responses were kept
confidential and password protected. Data was analyzed and will be destroyed three
years after completion of the dissertation project as required by George Mason
University. A total of 520 surveys were returned, (n=520).
Data Analysis
All data was entered into SPSS for analysis. Pre-analysis data screening was
conducted and transformed as appropriate. Psychometric properties of the instrument for
validity and reliability were analyzed. Face and content validity were examined. Item
statistics to include item means and standard deviations were analyzed for each domain.
Reliability and item statistics to include Cronbach’s alpha, item means, item standard
deviations, and item total correlations were conducted to evaluate the instrument.
Descriptive statistics of the sample were analyzed and summarized based on the
demographic questions. In order to test the hypothesis of the emotional response and its
influence on nurses’ disclosure of an error, univariate, bivariate, and binary logistic
regression were used. The purpose of logistic regression is to predict group membership
and the probability of an outcome for each case which is the dependent variable,
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disclosure versus non-disclosure via incident report in this study. Binary logistic
regression results in an equation that predicts the probability of which category an
individuals were classified (Polit, 2010; Mertler & Vannatta, 2005).
Ethical Considerations
HSRB approvals were obtained for each phase of the study to include content
experts’ review, cognitive testing, and survey implementation. Confidentiality for all
participants was maintained and all records were kept by the researcher, secured and
password protected. The records will be destroyed three years after completion of the
study as per George Mason University policy. Due to the nature of the study, no
inquiries about the error or where it occurred were asked. Contact information for the
researcher and faculty advisor were provided in all of the study phases. No adverse
events were reported to the researcher, faculty advisor, or HSRB.
Summary
This is a non-experimental, cross-sectional research design that examines nurses’
emotional response after discovery of an error in clinical practice and its influence on
disclosure. In addition, the development and evaluation of the psychometric properties of
an original instrument to quantify nurses’ emotional response after discovery of an error
in clinical practice and disclosure was studied. Registered Nurses that committed an
error in clinical practice were the targeted population with a sample derived from the
Metropolitan D.C. area to include the surrounding states of Virginia and Maryland.
Validity and reliability was measured for the instrument and univariate, bivariate, and
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multivariate analysis was used to determine whether nurses’ emotional response has an
impact on disclosure via incident reporting. Ethical considerations included security of
data and confidentiality for participants at each phase of the study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter reviews the results related to the three research questions posed for
this study. Analysis includes data cleaning, sample demographics, psychometric
properties of the instrument, descriptive statistics, nurses’ emotional response to errors,
predictive model building to explain the outcome variable of disclosure via incident
report, and qualitative findings. A summary of the results is reviewed at the end of this
chapter.

Data Cleaning
A total of 520 surveys were returned form a sample of 20,000 potential
participants for an overall response rate of 2.6%. Four areas were analyzed for data
screening: accuracy of data, missing data, outliers, and normality of the variables being
analyzed. Frequency distributions and descriptive statistics were analyzed to assure
accuracy of data; inaccuracy was noted in free texting inquiries concerning the question
of the year the respondent was born and year of graduation. For example, in inquiring
about the year the respondent was born and the year they graduated from nursing school,
data should include four digits to reflect the year. Data was reviewed and verified with a
research colleague to assure accuracy. Data was then cleaned, reviewed for accuracy and
entered into SPSS for analysis.
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Missing data was analyzed and three respondents accessed the survey but did not
complete any of the survey items and were removed from the analysis. In addition, one
respondent completed only the first item of the survey and 15 additional respondents did
not complete any of the related variables of interest and demographic information thus,
were removed from the analysis. With the outcome variable of interest, incident
reporting, one of the remaining respondents answered all other items and the decision
was made to replace the missing value with incident report not completed. If a domain of
the emotional response construct had < 2 missing items within the domain, the missing
value was replaced with the item mean. Four respondents had > than 2 missing items
from the domain and were removed from the final analysis.
As shown in Figure 3, the final sample to address the research question for the
psychometric properties of the instrument (research question #1) was (n= 497) because
no missing data was revealed in the 25 emotional response construct items. An
additional analysis of missing data was conducted for other variables under review for
this study. For variables of interest that had <5% missing data per case and no option to
replace the item, the cases were deleted. The missing data of 6.7% for both age and
experience, (greater than 5% of the cases) were replaced with the sample mean. After
removal of cases with critical information missing for the variables of interest, the
resulting final sample for the remaining two research questions was (n=459).
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Figure 3. Denominator decision tree for research questions

The dataset was evaluated for outliers. Univariate statistics for each variable were
inspected via frequency distributions and histograms to inspect for outliers and
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distribution of variables. In addition, multivariate outliers were explored for the
continuous variables: strong emotional response total score, age, and experience in years.
Preliminary logistic regression was run for each of the continuous variables and tested for
multivariate outliers. Mahalanobis distance was conducted to examine the outliers for the
continuous variables: strong emotional response total score, age, and years of experience
(Mertler & Vannatta, 2005). Strong emotional response total score, χ 2 =10.716, age, χ 2
=5.050, and experience, χ 2= 5.335. Analysis indicated that there were no outliers that
exceeded the χ 2 critical value of 10.828, df=1, p<.001. Potential outlier cases close to
the χ 2 critical value were further validated by the researcher and verified not to be
outliers. No outliers were indicated for deletion prior to analysis.
Normality of the strong emotional response total score was evaluated. The Q-Q
plot indicated a straight line, with skewness and kurtosis tests of normality within the -1
to +1 range, -.463 and .094, thus normality of the strong emotional response variable
under testing is defensible. In addition, age and experience in years were tested for
normality and skewness and were within the range, skewness = -.420 and -.006 and
kurtosis = -.584 and -.974 respectively. The Q-Q plots and histograms indicated a
defensible normal distribution. Although the continuous variables reflect the normality
assumption, logistic regression does not require that the assumptions of distributions of
the predictors meet the same assumptions of normality, linearity, or equal variances in
groups as with multiple regression (Mertler & Vannatta, 2005). The major assumption
for logistic regression is that the outcome variable is discrete. In this study, the outcome
variable is dichotomous (yes or no), as to whether or not the nurse filed an incident report
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which is discrete with two levels (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2012). The absence of
multicollinearity was evaluated by conducting correlations among independent predictor
variables. The assumption was met since the correlation coefficients among independent
variables were less than 0.90 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2012).

Sample
The final sample to test the psychometric properties of the instrument, (n=497)
was derived from three sources in the Metropolitan D.C. area; 50.9% of the sample was
from the list serve, 28.8% from a large integrated health system in the Northern Virginia
area, and 20.3% from a large integrated health system in the Maryland/D.C. region.
Study participants reported their current residence as 49.9% in Maryland, 35.8% in
Virginia, 4.6% in District of Columbia, and 9.7% selected other.
Table 2.
Residence of Sample

n
Residence

(n=497)

Total
(n=497)

Maryland

248

49.9%

Virginia

178

35.8%

District of Columbia

23

4.6%

Other

48

9.7%
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Results
Research Question 1: Psychometric Properties
The psychometric properties of the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors
in Clinical Practice survey instrument were valid and reliable to measure the construct of
nurses’ emotional response following the discovery of errors in clinical practice. The
final revised Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey
instrument rated the emotional responses of the five domains: disbelief, anxiety, fear,
shame, and guilt. A rating scale of one to five Likert scale was used with strongly
disagree = 1, disagree = 2, neither agree or disagree = 3, agree = 4 and strongly agree = 5.
A higher score on the item indicates a stronger emotional response after the discovery of
the nursing error in clinical practice. The Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors
in Clinical Practice final survey instrument had 25 items that measured the nurses’
emotional response with 5 items for each domain. Additional questions addressed
nursing errors and disclosure, information at the time of the error, and general
demographic information (Refer to Appendix D for final survey instrument). Item
statistics included item means, item standard deviations, and item correlations.
Reliability statistics included Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale and for each domain. A
repeat reliability test using Cronbach’s alpha was conducted after an item was deleted to
check if reliability would improve after item deletion. Analysis was completed to
determine a total emotional response score and a total score for each domain.
Validity Evidence
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Eight experts responded to the questionnaire. Face validity was based on eight
content experts review with 100% of the experts’ feedback indicating the instrument met
face validity. Content validity evidence was established through a content expert panel to
evaluate the empirical indicators used in the instrument. Based on the content validation
scores, analysis of the content expert feedback, and the significance of the item to the
study aims, the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey
instrument was revised accordingly as discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Five items were
deleted from the initial survey instrument and three items were reworded based on pilot
study results, content expert review, I-CVI scores, cognitive testing, and literature review.
Reliability
Internal consistency was estimated via Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the total
scale and for each domain. The overall scale reliability was .935, indicating sound
internal consistency for the instrument. In addition, each domain had an acceptable
Cronbach’s alpha of > .70, with the range being between.757 through .818. Refer to
Table 3 below for each domain’s Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and the total scale
reliability estimates.
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Table 3.
Reliability Statistics

Construct: Nurses’ Emotional Response & Errors
Domain

Cronbach’s Alpha

Disbelief

.775

Anxiety

.786

Fear

.757

Shame

.811

Guilt

.818

Total Scale: Emotional Response

.935

Item Analysis
Item analysis was conducted for the item response and total scale within each
domain. Greater than or equal to .40 for item correlation is considered an acceptable
range to retain the item. In examining each domain, the inter-item correlations for each
domain ranged from .427-.839, which met the criteria for retaining the items for the total
scale. In analyzing each item per domain, inter-item correlations below the .40 threshold
with an increase in Cronbach’s alpha if the item is deleted, should be considered for
deletion with future testing of the instrument. The one item that met this threshold for
consideration of potential future deletion criteria in the disbelief domain was, I tried to
rationalize why it occurred; the inter-item correlations were below the .40 threshold and
if this item were to be deleted, the Cronbach’s alpha would increase from .775 to. 822.
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However, the overall total scale reliability increase would only change by .02, from .935
to .937. Additional analysis was conducted with the removal of the item and with
minimal scale reliability increase, the decision was made to keep the item in the analysis
for research questions 2 and 3. Other items with a correlation less than .40 did not
indicate an increase in the Cronbach’s alpha if the item was deleted and should be
retained for further testing. Tables 4 to 23 display item analysis results.
Tables 4-7 show the item analysis for the disbelief domain. The item with the
highest mean in this domain was I could not believe I made a nursing error, (3.87) and
the item with the lowest mean was I had difficulty comprehending that I had made a
nursing error, (2.96). Inter-item correlations ranged from .166 to .667 and were
inspected for below .40 threshold and Cronbach’s alpha if item deleted. One item that
met this threshold was: I tried to rationalize why it occurred, if deleted would increase
from .775 to .822. It is recommended for this item to be considered for deletion upon
further testing.

Table 4.
Disbelief (DB) Domain Item Means and Standard Deviations

Disbelief Domain

Mean

SD

N

DB1: I could not believe I made a nursing error.

3.87

1.06

497

DB2: I tried to rationalize why it occurred.

3.72

1.04

497

DB3: I had difficulty comprehending that I had made a nursing error.

2.96

1.16

497
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DB4: I could not believe that a nursing error had occurred.

3.60

1.07

497

DB5: I was filled with disbelief when the error occurred.

3.48

1.12

497

Table 5.
Summary Statistics

Disbelief Domain Summary Statistics
Mean

Minimum

Maximum

N of Items

Means

3.56

2.96

3.87

5

Variances

1.94

1.08

1.36

5

Correlations

.405

.166

.667

5

Table 6.
Inter-Item Correlations

Disbelief Domain Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
DB1: I could
not believe I
made a
nursing error.

DB2: I
tried to
rationalize
why it
occurred.

DB3: I had
difficulty
comprehending
that I had made
a nursing error.

DB4: I could
not believe
that a nursing
error had
occurred.

DB5: I was
filled with
disbelief
when the
error
occurred.

DB1: I could not believe
I made a nursing error.

-

.166

.391

.588

.517

DB2: I tried to rationalize
why it occurred.

-

-

.224

.210

.223
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DB3: I had difficulty
comprehending that I had
made a nursing error.

-

-

-

.537

.524

DB4: I could not believe
that a nursing error had
occurred.

-

-

-

-

.667

DB5: I was filled with
disbelief when the error
occurred.

-

-

-

-

-

Table 7.
Item-Total Statistics

Disbelief Domain Item-Total Statistics

Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation

Cronbach's
Squared
Alpha if
Multiple
Item
Correlation
Deleted

DB 1: I could not believe I
made a nursing error.

13.75

10.70

.562

.376

.729

DB2: I tried to rationalize
why it occurred.

13.90

12.75

.256

.069

.822

DB3: I had difficulty
comprehending that I had
made a nursing error.

14.67

10.15

.569

.348

.727
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DB4: I could not believe
that a nursing error had
occurred.

14.02

9.823

.707

.557

.679

DB5: I was filled with
disbelief when the error
occurred.

14.15

9.73

.675

.505

.688

Tables 8-11 show the item analysis for the anxiety domain. The item with the
highest mean in this domain was I was upset with myself, (4.54) and the item with the
lowest mean was I was unable to concentrate, (3.53). Inter-item correlations ranged from
.371-.620 and were inspected for below .40 threshold and Cronbach’s alpha if the item
was deleted. There is no increase in the Cronbach’s alpha with removal of any items, so
it is recommended to retain the items for further testing.

Table 8.
Anxiety (AX) Domain Item Means and Standard Deviation

Anxiety Domain

Mean

SD

N

AX1: I became nervous.

4.42

.76

497

AX2: I was unable to concentrate.

3.53

1.06

497

AX3: I experienced physical symptoms of stress (i.e. palpitations,
nausea, etc.).

3.54

1.21

497

AX4: I was upset with myself.

4.54

.649

497

AX5: I was worried about the situation.

4.24

.776

497
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Table 9.
Summary Statistics

Anxiety Domain Summary Statistics
Mean

Minimum

Maximum

N of Items

Means

4.05

3.53

4.54

5

Variances

.841

.421

1.48

5

Correlations

.461

.371

.620

5

Table 10.
Inter-Item Correlations

Anxiety Domain Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
AX1:

AX2:

AX3:

AX4:

AX5:

I became
nervous.

I was unable I experienced I was upset I was worried
to
physical
with myself. about the
concentrate. symptoms of
situation.
stress (i.e.
palpitations,
nausea, etc.).

AX1: I became
nervous.

-

.371

.374

.467

.545

AX2: I was unable to
concentrate.

-

-

.468

.390

.468
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AX3: I experienced
physical symptoms of
stress (i.e. palpitations,
nausea, etc.).

-

-

-

.415

.490

AX4: I was upset with
myself.

-

-

-

-

.620

AX5: I was worried
about the situation.

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 11.
Item-Total Statistics

Anxiety Domain Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted

AX1: I became
nervous.

15.84

8.34

.545

.341

.754

AX2: I was unable to
concentrate.

16.72

7.08

.551

.308

.754

AX3: I experienced
physical symptoms of
stress (i.e. palpitations,
nausea, etc.).

16.72

6.37

.567

.328

.762

AX4: I was upset with
myself.

15.72

8.63

.598

.423

.748

AX5: I was worried
about the situation.

16.01

7.76

.686

.522

.714

Tables 12-15 show the item analysis for the fear domain. The item with the
highest mean in this domain was I was terrified that I may have harmed a patient, (4.11) and
the item with the lowest mean was I lost confidence in my nursing skills, (2.17). Interitem correlations ranged from .299-.498 and were inspected for below .40 threshold and
Cronbach’s alpha if the item was deleted. There is no increase in the Cronbach’s alpha
with removal of any items, so it is recommended to retain the items for further testing.
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Table 12.
Fear (FR) Domain Item Means and Standard Deviation

Fear Domain

Mean

SD

N

FR1: I was concerned that I may lose my job.

3.27

1.27

497

FR2: I was terrified that I may have harmed a patient.

4.11

1.04

497

FR3: I worried about making another nursing error.

3.77

1.06

497

FR4: I became obsessed in my nursing practice after the event.

3.15

1.12

497

FR5: I lost confidence in my nursing skills.

2.71

1.18

497

Table 13.
Summary Statistics

Fear Domain Summary Statistics
Mean

Minimum

Maximum

N of Items

Means

3.40

2.71

4.11

5

Variances

1.29

1.08

1.61

5

Correlations

.387

.299

.498

5

Table 14.
Inter-Item Correlations

Fear Domain Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
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FR1: I was
concerned
that I may
lose my
job.

FR2: I was
terrified
that I may
have
harmed a
patient.

FR1: I was concerned that I may
lose my job.

-

.309

FR2: I was terrified that I may
have harmed a patient.

-

FR3: I worried about making
another nursing error.

FR4: I
became
obsessed in
my nursing
practice
after the
event.

FR5: I lost
confidence
in my
nursing
skills.

.354

.376

.371

-

.362

.386

.299

-

-

-

.454

.464

FR4: I became obsessed in my
nursing practice after the event.

-

-

-

-

.498

FR5: I lost confidence in my
nursing skills.

-

-

-

-

-
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FR3: I
worried
about
making
another
nursing
error.

Table 15.
Item-Total Statistics

Fear Domain Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation
FR1: I was concerned
that I may lose my job.
FR2: I was terrified that
I may have harmed a
patient.
FR3: I worried about
making another nursing
error.
FR4: I became obsessed
in my nursing practice
after the event.
FR5: I lost confidence
in my nursing skills.

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted

13.74

10.81

.473

.224

.736

12.89

12.04

.449

.212

.739

13.23

11.25

.560

.322

.702

13.85

10.76

.593

.362

.689

14.30

10.66

.560

.341

.701

Tables 16-19 show the item analysis for the shame domain. The item with the
highest mean in this domain was I was embarrassed by the error, (4.27) and the item
with the lowest mean was I felt incompetent in my nursing skills, (3.45). Inter-item
correlations ranged from .374-.630 and were inspected for below .40 threshold and
Cronbach’s alpha if the item was deleted. There is no increase in the Cronbach’s alpha
with removal of any items, so it is recommended to retain the items for further testing.
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Table 16.
Shame (SH) Domain Item Means and Standard Deviation

Shame Domain

Mean

SD

N

SH1: I was ashamed by the error.

4.24

.905

497

SH2: I felt incompetent in my nursing skills.

3.45

1.23

497

SH3: I was embarrassed by the error.

4.27

.789

497

SH4: I was concerned about what people would think of me.

3.76

1.03

497

SH5: I was mortified that I had made an error.

3.79

1.14

497

Table 17.
Summary Statistics

Shame Domain Summary Statistics
Mean

Minimum

Maximum

N of Items

Means

3.90

3.45

4.27

5

Variances

1.06

.623

1.51

5

Correlations

.483

.374

.630

5
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Table 18.
Inter-Item Correlations

Shame Domain Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
SH1: I was
ashamed
by the
error.

SH2: I felt SH3: I was
incompetent embarrassed
in my
by the error.
nursing
skills.

SH4: I was
concerned
about what
people
would think
of me.

SH5: I
was
mortified
that I had
made an
error.

SH1: I was ashamed by the error.

-

.405

.630

.422

.518

SH2: I felt incompetent in my
nursing skills.

-

-

.374

.482

.468

SH3: I was embarrassed by the
error.

-

-

-

.533

.549

SH4: I was concerned about what
people would think of me.

-

-

-

-

.448

SH5: I was mortified that I had
made an error.

-

-

-

-

-

Table 19.
Item-Total Statistics

Shame Domain Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation
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Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted

SH1: I was ashamed by
the error.

15.27

10.66

.619

.455

.771

SH2: I felt incompetent in
my nursing skills.

16.06

9.46

.550

.326

.798

SH3: I was embarrassed
by the error.

15.24

11.03

.664

.517

.766

SH4: I was concerned
about what people would
think of me.

15.75

10.14

.598

.385

.775

SH5: I was mortified that
I had made an error.

15.72

9.43

.632

.413

.765

Tables 20-23 show the item analysis for the guilt domain. The item with the
highest mean in this domain was I felt like I let my patient down, (4.39) and the item with
the lowest mean was I felt like a terrible nurse after I made the error, (3.17). Inter-item
correlations ranged from .359-.570 and were inspected for below .40 threshold and
Cronbach’s alpha if the item was deleted. There is no increase in the Cronbach’s alpha
with removal of any items, so it is recommended to retain the items for further testing.

Table 20.
Guilt (GU) Domain Item Means and Standard Deviation

Guilt Domain
GU1: I felt like I let my patient down.
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Mean

SD

N

4.39

.836

497

GU2: I had recurring thoughts about the error.

4.14

.951

497

GU3: I experienced troubling thoughts about nursing errors.

3.52

1.13

497

GU4: I experienced concern about the error over time.

3.47

1.09

497

GU5: I felt like a terrible nurse after I made the error.

3.17

1.28

497

Table 21.
Summary Statistics

Guilt Domain Summary Statistics
Mean

Minimum

Maximum

N of Items

Means

3.74

3.17

4.39

5

Variances

1.14

.698

1.65

5

Correlations

.481

.359

.570

5

Table 22.
Inter-Item Correlations

Guilt Domain Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
GU1: I felt
like I let
my patient
down.

GU2: I had
recurring
thoughts
about the
error.
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GU3: I
experienced
troubling
thoughts
about
nursing
errors.

GU4: I
experienced
concern
about the
error over
time.

GU5: I
felt like a
terrible
nurse
after I
made the
error.

GU1: I felt like I let my patient
down.

-

.492

.429

.359

.420

GU2: I had recurring thoughts
about the error.

-

-

.570

.482

.472

GU3: I experienced troubling
thoughts about nursing errors.

-

-

-

.565

.516

GU4: I experienced concern about
the error over time.

-

-

-

-

.501

GU5: I felt like a terrible nurse
after I made the error.

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 23.
Item-Total Statistics

Guilt Domain Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple Alpha if Item
Correlation
Deleted

GU1: I felt like I let my
patient down.

14.31

12.69

.529

.302

.806

GU2: I had recurring
thoughts about the error.

14.56

11.47

.646

.434

.774

GU3: I experienced
troubling thoughts about
nursing errors.

15.17

10.33

.678

.473

.760

GU4: I experienced
concern about the error
over time.

15.22

10.90

.618

.399

.779

GU5: I felt like a terrible
nurse after I made the
error.

15.52

9.94

.612

.376

.787

Instrumentation Summary
This was the first attempt to develop a tool that measures nurses’ emotional response
after discovery of an error in clinical practice. The instrument design was based on
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evidence in the literature, expert review, pilot study of the instrument, and cognitive
testing. Five distinct domains were revealed. The results indicate the tool used to
measure nurses’ emotional response upon discovery of an error in clinical practice is
valid and reliable. In light of the significance of patient safety efforts and the long term
risk of nurse burnout related to this issue, further development of the instrument and
testing is warranted. If two items were removed, it would increase the Cronbach’s alpha.
The two items I could not believe I made a nursing error and I tried to rationalize why it
occurred would increase the Cronbach’s alpha from .935 to .936. Further testing
without these items is recommended. This is the beginning step to quantify and test the
reality hitting phase of Crigger and Meek’s theory of Self-Reconciliation Following
Mistakes in Nursing Practice (Crigger & Meek, 2007).

Research Question 2: Nursing Errors and Strong Emotional Response
Sample Demographics
The sample was 94.5% female and 5.5% male, 87.9 % White/Caucasian, 7.4%
Black/African American, 3.8% Asian, and less than 1% of the sample was comprised of
American Indian/Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islanders. Respondents of
Hispanic /Latino origin were 2.2% of the sample. The mean age of the respondents was
49 + 12 SD. Age was transformed into five categories with the majority of the
participants being in the age range of 50-59 at 31.8%. Table 24 displays the demographic
profile of the sample.
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Table 24.
Demographics

Descriptor

Total
(n=459)

Female

94.5%

Male

5.5%

White/Caucasian

87.9%

Black/African American

7.4%

Asian

3.8%

American Indian/Alaska
Native

0.7%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander

0.2%

No

97.3%

Yes

2.7%

Age (n=459)

20-29

9.2%

Mean, SD= 49 + 12

30-39

12.2%

40-49

22.0%

50-59

31.8%

60+

24.8%

Demographics Variable
Gender (n=453)

Race (n=445)

Hispanic/Latino Origin (n=450)

Nursing Characteristics & Work Environment at the Time of the Error
Educational level was transformed into three categories with the majority of the
sample, (49.7%) reported having completed a bachelor’s degree at the time of the error.
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Participants were asked to recall an error in clinical practice and respond to the survey
questions regarding their emotional response at the time of the error. The majority of the
respondents, (90%) were in a staff role at the time of the error referenced. Most of the
survey respondents worked in the medical -surgical, (29.6%) or acute care/critical care,
(27.9%) areas. A large amount of the respondents, (74.9%) did not hold a specialty
certification at the time of the error, (n= 344). Nursing experience at the time of the
survey had a mean of 23 years + 13 SD. The majority of the participants had > 10 years
of experience, followed by (10.7%) of the sample having 2-4 years of nursing experience.
At the time of the error referenced in the survey, (81.7%) reported that they had a
supportive supervisor. A majority of the nurses (75.2%) indicated that at the time of the
error they felt that the unit they worked in was a supportive environment. Table 25
displays the nursing characteristics and work environment at the time of the error.

Table 25.
Nursing Characteristics at the Time of the Error

Nursing Characteristics at the Time of
the Error Variable
Educational Level

Descriptor

Total
(n=459)

Vocational/Associates/Diploma

37.0%

Bachelors

49.7%

Graduate degree

13.3%

Staff RN

90.0%

Other

10.0%

Role
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Clinical Specialty

Medical Surgical

29.6%

Acute Care/Critical Care

27.9%

Oncology

7.0%

Maternal /Child Health

6.3%

Pediatrics/Neonatal

5.2%

Other

24.0%

No

74.9%

Yes

25.1%

Years of Experience

1 year

1.3%

Mean, SD = 23 + 13

2-4 years

10.7%

5-7 years

5.2%

8-10 years

5.0%

>10 years

77.8%

Certification

Table 26.
Work Environment at the Time of the Error

Work Environment at the Time of the
Error Variable

Descriptor

Total
(n=459)

Supervisor Support

Supportive

81.7%

Unsupportive

18.3%

Supportive

75.2%

Unsupportive

24.8%

Unit Environment Support
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Error Characteristics
Participants were asked to recall an error in clinical practice and indicate whether
the error referenced in the survey was their most recent error or the most prominent error
in their clinical practice. In this study, (68.6%) reported that the error referenced in this
survey was the most prominent in their career and (31.4%) indicated that it was the most
recent error in their clinical practice. The most frequent type of error referenced in the
survey was medication errors, (65.1%). The participants were asked when the error
referenced in the survey occurred and (40.3%) of the respondents indicated that the error
referenced in the survey occurred greater than 10 years ago. Those reporting either the
error occurred in the last 6-12 months or last 1-4 years was (39.5%) cumulative.
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Table 27.
Error Characteristics

Error Characteristics Variable
Error Referenced

Type of Error

When Error Occurred

Descriptor

Total
(n=459)

Most Recent

31.4%

Most Prominent

68.6%

Medication

65.1%

Procedural

15.9%

Communication

7.4%

Transcription

2.8%

Patient Identification

3.3%

Other

5.4%

< 1 year

17.9%

1-4 years

21.6%

4-7years

9.8%

7-10 years

10.5%

10+ years

40.3%

Strong Emotional Response
The overall mean for the total strong emotional response score was (3.75),
signifying there is an emotional response by nurses after detection of an error in clinical
practice. The anxiety domain had the highest overall mean score of (4.1), which
indicated that anxiety is the most prevalent overall indicator of a strong emotional
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response after discovery of an error in clinical practice. The fear domain had the lowest
overall mean of (3.4), revealing the least influence on nurses’ emotional response. Strong
emotional response was transformed and dichotomized to include scores > the mean of
(3.75), reflecting agreement and strong agreement with the item, and items < 3.75,
reflecting a neutral, disagreement or strong disagreement. A strong emotional response
was defined by a value of the overall total strong emotional response mean of > 3.75.
An overall strong emotional response with scores of > 3.75 was (51.9%). For each
domain, percentage of scores > 3.75 were: anxiety (73.4% ), shame (64.1%), guilt
(56.6%), disbelief (45.8%), and fear (36.4%). Overall, nurses with a bachelor’s degree at
the time of the error, (52.8%), experienced higher emotional distress. Certified nurses
(22.7%) and nurses who reported a supportive supervisor (85.1%) at the time of the error
were less likely to have a strong emotional response secondary to a nursing error. Table
28 displays the frequencies and percentages of scores < and > the 3.75 mean for the
strong emotional response and for each of the five domains.

Table 28.
Strong Emotional Response and Five Domains Scores, < or > the mean, (3.75)

Total
%

Total (n)
(n=459)

Strong Emotional Response Total Score > 3.75

51.9%

(238)

Strong Emotional Response Total Score < 3.75

48.1%

(221)

Variable

Mean, SD = 3.75 + .66
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Total
%

Total (n)
(n=459)

Disbelief Domain > 3.75

45.8%

(210)

Disbelief Domain < 3.75

54.2%

(249)

Anxiety Domain > 3.75

73.4%

(337)

Anxiety Domain < 3.75

26.6%

(122)

Fear Domain > 3.75

36.4%

(167)

Fear Domain < 3.75

63.6%

(292)

Shame Domain > 3.75

64.1%

(294)

Shame Domain < 3.75

35.9%

(165)

Guilt Domain > 3.75

56.6%

(260)

Guilt Domain , 3.75

43.4%

(199)

Variable

Mean, SD = 3.54 + .80

Mean, SD = 4.07 + .67

Mean, SD = 3.42 + .81

Mean, SD = 3.93 + .77

Mean, SD = 3.76 + .81

Chi square analysis was conducted, (n=459) with each variable in relation to the
outcome variable of strong emotional response. The variable that demonstrated a
significant difference in reference to a strong emotional response was unit support at the
time of the error, (p=.023). Tables 29-33 display the results of the chi-square analysis to
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determine if there was an association between the variables under study and nurses who
experienced a strong emotional and those who did not. Nurses were less likely to
experience higher emotional distress in a supportive environment, (p=.023, OR=.597,
CI=.387, .919). Phi coefficient to measure the magnitude of the relationship of
significant correlation between unit support and a strong emotional response was small,

ϕ = -.110.
Table 29 examines the association between the demographic variables and a
strong emotional response. Chi-square analysis was conducted and a p-value was not
reported for variables with cells less than five respondents. A minimum of five responses
in a cell is recommended to detect a difference among groups and for meaningful
interpretation (Polit, 2010). Overall there was no difference between gender (p=.538)
and age, (p=.133), for those who had a strong emotional response. Race variables had
cells less than five and p-values were not reported. There were no significant difference
in the association between the demographic variables and the nurses’ strong emotional
response.
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Table 29.
Demographics
Chi-square analysis: Association between demographic variables & strong emotional response

Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)

Overall

Yes (≥ 3.75)

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

51.9%

(238)

48.1%

(221)

100.0%

(459)

Gender (n=453)

.538

Female

93.6%

(205)

95.3%

(223)

94.5%

(428)

Male

6.4%

(14)

4.7%

(11)

5.5%

(25)

Race (n=445)

-

White/Caucasian

89.7%

(191)

86.2%

(200)

87.9%

(391)

Black/African
American

7.0%

(15)

7.8%

(18)

7.4%

(33)

Asian

2.3%

(5)

5.2%

(12)

3.8%

(17)

American
Indian/Alaska
Native

0.9%

(2)

0.4%

(1)

0.7%

(3)

0%

(0)

0.4%

(1)

0.2%

(1)

Native
Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander
Hispanic/Latino
Origin (n=450)

-

No

98.6%

(213)

96.2%

(225)

97.3%

(438)

Yes

1.4%

(3)

4.6%

(9)

2.7%

(12)
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Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)
%

(n)

Yes (≥ 3.75)
%

(n)

Total
%

p- value*
(n)

Age (n=459)

.133

20-29

6.8%

(15)

11.3%

(27)

9.2%

(42)

30-39

12.7%

(28)

11.8%

(28)

12.2%

(56)

40-49

21.7%

(48)

22.3%

(53)

22.0%

(101)

50-59

29.4%

(65)

34.0%

(81)

31.8%

(146)

60+

29.4%

(65)

20.6%

(49)

24.8%

(114)

*p < .05
- =p not reported, cells with <5
Table 30 examines the association between the nursing characteristics at the time
of the error, current experience, and a strong emotional response. Chi-square analysis
was conducted and a p-value was not reported for experience since it had with cells less
than five respondents. No significant differences were found between the nurses’
professional characteristics and a strong emotional response upon discovery of an error in
clinical practice. Highest educational level, (p=.744) type of role, (p=.758) specialty
area, (p=.238), and certification, (p=.237) at the time of the error were all non-significant
factors in whether a nurse did or did not have a strong emotional response when an error
occurred.

Table 30.
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Nursing Characteristics at the Time of the Error
Chi-square analysis: Association between nursing characteristics at the time of error variables, experience & strong
emotional response

Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)

Overall

Yes (≥ 3.75)

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

51.9%

(238)

48.1%

(221)

100.0%

(459)

Highest Educational
Level

.744

Associates/
Diploma/
Vocational

37.1%

(82)

37.0%

(88)

37.0%

(170)

Bachelor degree

48.4%

(107)

50.8%

(121)

49.7%

(228)

Graduate degree

14.5%

(32)

12.2%

(29)

13.3%

(61)

Role

.758

Staff RN

90.5%

(200)

89.5%

(213)

90.0%

(413)

Other

9.5%

(21)

9.5%

(25)

10.0%

(46)

Clinical Specialty

.238

Medical Surgical

30.3%

(67)

29.0%

(69)

29.6%

(136)

Acute Care/
Critical Care

27.1%

(60)

28.6%

(68)

27.9%

(128)

Oncology

8.1%

(18)

5.9%

(14)

7.0%

(32)

Maternal/ Child
Health

4.5%

(10)

8.0%

(19)

6.3%

(29)

Pediatrics/
Neonatal

7.2%

(16)

3.4%

(8)

5.2%

(24)

Other

22.6%

(50)

25.2%

(60)

24.0%

(110)
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Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)
%

(n)

Yes (≥ 3.75)
%

(n)

Total
%

p- value*
(n)

Certification

.237

No

72.4%

(160)

77.3%

(184)

74.9%

(344)

Yes

27.6%

(61)

22.7%

(54)

25.1%

(115)

Years of Experience

-

< 1 year

1.4%

(3)

1.3%

(3)

1.3%

(6)

2-4 years

7.7%

(17)

13.4%

(32)

10.7%

(49)

5-7 years

5.4%

(12)

5.0%

(12)

5.2%

(24)

8-10 years

6.3%

(14)

3.8%

(9)

5.0%

(23)

>10 years

79.2%

(175)

76.5%

(182)

77.8%

(357)

*p < .05
- =p not reported, cells with <5
Table 31 examines the association between error characteristics and a strong
emotional response. None of the error characteristics variables indicated a difference in a
strong emotional response. The error recalled in the survey, whether the error was the
most recent or most prominent, (p=.192), type of error, (p=.472), and when the error
occurred, (p=.185) were all non-significant. Those who referenced the most recent error
in practice had lower emotional distress, (34.4%), (emotional response < 3.75) compared
to (28.6%), emotional response > 3.75. When the error referenced in the survey was the
most prominent in the nurses’ career, they reported a stronger emotional response > 3.75,
(71.4%), compared to (65.6%), < 3.75.
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For the error type, a higher percentage of respondents reported a stronger
emotional response with procedural, communication, and patient identification errors.
Medication, transcription, and other errors reported a lower percentage of nurses who
experienced a strong emotional response upon the discovery of an error in clinical
practice. For those nurses who referenced an error that occurred either within the last
year or greater than ten years ago, a higher percentage reported a strong emotional
response. All other time periods for when the error had occurred in reference to the
survey response had a lower percentage of respondents who experienced a strong
emotional response.
Table 31.
Error Characteristics
Chi-square analysis: Association between error characteristics variables & strong emotional response

Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)

Overall

Yes (≥ 3.75)

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

51.9%

(238)

48.1%

(221)

100.0%

(459)

Error Referenced

.192

Most Recent

34.4%

(76)

28.6%

(68)

31.4%

(144)

Most Prominent

65.6%

(145)

71.4%

(170)

68.6%

(315)

Type of Error

.472

Medication

67.0 %

(148)

63.4%

(151)

65.1%

(299)

Procedural

13.6%

(30)

18.1%

(43)

15.9%

(73)

Communication

7.2%

(16)

7.6%

(18)

7.4%

(34)
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Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)

Yes (≥ 3.75)

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

Transcription

3.6%

(8)

2.1%

(5)

2.8%

(13)

Patient
Identification

2.3%

(5)

4.2%

(10)

3.3%

(15)

Other

6.3%

(14)

4.6%

(11)

5.4%

(25)

When Error
Occurred

.185

< 1 year

15.8%

(35)

19.7%

(47)

17.9%

(82)

1-4 years

21.7%

(48)

21.4%

(51)

21.8%

(99)

4-7years

13.1%

(29)

6.7%

(16)

9.8%

(45)

7-10 years

10.9%

(24)

10.1%

(24)

10.5%

(48)

10+ years

38.5%

(85)

42.0%

(100)

40.3%

(185)

*p < .05
Table 32 displays the results that examine the association between four different
disclosure methods and a strong emotional response, (n=459). The four different
inquiries for disclosure included: 1) disclosure to supervisor, 2) disclosure to the patient
or family about the error, 3) reporting a colleague who has made a nursing error, and 4)
filing of an incident report after the error had occurred. There was no significant
difference between those who experienced a strong emotional response and those who
did not in these four disclosure categories. The formal disclosure of filing an incident
report after an error occurred is the outcome variable of focus for research question #3.
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Table 32.
Disclosure
Chi-square analysis: Association between disclosure variables & strong emotional response

Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)

Overall

Yes (≥ 3.75)

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

51.9%

(238)

48.1%

(221)

100.0%

(459)

Disclose to
Supervisor

.689

No

14.9%

(33)

13.4%

(32)

14.2%

(65)

Yes

85.1%

(188)

86.6%

(206)

85.8%

(394)

Disclose to Patient/
Family

.351

No

48.4%

(107)

52.9%

(126)

50.8%

(233)

Yes

51.6%

(114)

47.1%

(112)

49.2%

(226)

Report a Colleague

.387

No

35.7%

(79)

39.9%

(95)

37.9%

(174)

Yes

64.3%

(142)

60.1%

(143)

62.1%

(285)

Incident Report

1.0

No

27.6%

(61)

27.3%

(65)

27.5%

(126)

Yes

72.4%

(160)

72.7%

(173)

72.5%

(333)

*p < .05
Table 33 displays the results for the nurses’ perception of support at the
supervisor and unit level when the error referenced in the survey occurred. Supervisor
support was not significant for a strong emotional response, (p=.090). Unit support was
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a significant predictor of whether a nurse had a strong emotional response after an error
in clinical practice, (p=.023, OR=.597, CI=.387, .919). Nurses were less likely to
experience higher emotional distress in a supportive work environment.

Table 33.
Work Environment at the Time of the Error
Chi-square analysis: Association between work environment at the time of error variables & strong emotional
response

Variable

Strong Emotional Response
No (< 3.75)

Overall

Yes (≥ 3.75)

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

51.9%

(238)

48.1%

(221)

100.0%

(459)

Supervisor Support

.090

Supportive

85.1%

(188)

78.6%

(187)

81.7%

(375)

Unsupportive

14.9%

(33)

21.4%

(51)

18.3%

(84)
.023*

Unit Support
Supportive

80.4%

66.9%

75.2%

Unsupportive

19.9%

33.1%

24.8%

*p < .05

Disclosure
Most nurses (85.8%), reported that they disclosed the error to their supervisor.
The data showed that there were almost an equal percentage of respondents who
indicated they did not tell the patient of the error, (50.8%) as opposed to having told the
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patient, (49.2%). In this study, (62.1%) of the nurses surveyed reported that they had
reported an error of a nursing colleague. Incident reporting in reference to the error
recalled in this study was (72.5%). Analysis for main effects for this study in research
question #3 will be focused on disclosure via the incident report.

Table 34.
Disclosure

Disclosure Variable
Incident Report

Disclose to Supervisor

Disclose to Patient/Family

Report a Colleague

Descriptor

Total* (n=459)

No

27.5%

Yes

72.5%

No

14.2%

Yes

85.8%

No

50.8%

Yes

49.2%

No

37.9%

Yes

62.1%

Summary
Demographics of nurses were not predictors of a strong emotional response by
the nurse following an error in clinical practice. In addition, nursing characteristics at the
time of the error did not influence whether a nurse experienced a strong emotional
response after an error in clinical practice. Chi square analysis and Phi coefficients for
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significant results in which both variables were dichotomous indicated that the unit
support was significant, (p=.023, ϕ = -.110). Evaluation of variables were conducted to
determine which variables may influence a strong emotional response and for
consideration for the final model. Errors that occurred within the last year are addressed
in research question #3 in the final predictive model.

Research Question 3: Strong Emotional Response & Incident Report
The data was further reduced and stratified into those errors referenced in the
survey that occurred within the last year, (n=82). Chi- square analysis was conducted to
examine if differences exist among the variables of interest and filing of an incident
report. Sample characteristics comparing all responses and those whose error occurred in
the last year can be found in Tables 35 to 39. These tables display which variables
influence the nurses’ likelihood to disclose an error by filing an incident report. Variables
with cells that had less than 5 respondents, there was no p-value reported.
Table 35 examines the association between the demographic variables and
likelihood to file an incident report among those respondents who referenced an error that
occurred within the last year. Each variable had a cell with less than 5 responses, so pvalues were not reported. In this group of respondents, females had a lower percentage
(95.6%), that filed an incident report compared to those females that did not file an
incident report, (97.2%). Those respondents aged 40-49, had the highest percentage
(30.4%), for filing an incident report.
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Table 35.
Demographics & Incident Report
Chi-square analysis: Association between demographics & filing of incident report for error that occurred within the
last year

Variable

Incident Report
No

Overall

Yes

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

43.9%

(36)

56.1%

(46)

100.0%

(82)

Gender (n=81)

-

Female

97.2%

(35)

95.6%

(43)

96.3%

(78)

Male

2.8%

(1)

4.4%

(2)

3.7%

(3)

Race (n=80)

-

White/Caucasian

82.9%

(29)

82.2%

(37)

82.5%

(66)

Black/ African
American

8.6%

(3)

11.1%

(5)

10.0%

(8)

Asian

8.6%

(3)

6.7%

(3)

7.5%

(6)

American Indian/
Alaska Native

0%

(0)

0%

(0)

0%

(0)

Native Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander

0%

(0)

0%

(0)

0%

(0)

Hispanic/Latino
Origin (n=79)

-

No

100.0%

(35)

95.5%

(42)

97.5%

(77)

Yes

0%

(0)

4.5%

(2)

2.5%

(2)
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Variable

Incident Report
No
%

Yes
(n)

%

Total
(n)

%

p- value*
(n)

Age (n=82)

-

20-29

27.8%

(10)

19.6%

(9)

23.2%

(19)

30-39

13.9%

(5)

19.6%

(9)

17.1%

(14)

40-49

11.1%

(4)

30.4%

(14)

22.0%

(18)

50-59

22.2%

(8)

21.7%

(10)

22.0%

(18)

60+

25.0%

(9)

8.7%

(4)

15.9%

(13)

*p < .05
- =p not reported, cells with <5
Table 36 examines the association between the nursing characteristics at the time
of the error, current experience, and filing an incident report after discovery of an error in
clinical practice for those respondents who referenced an error within the last year. No
significant differences were found between the nurses’ type of role or certification status
at the time of the error and filing an incident report upon discovery of an error in clinical
practice, type of role, (p=.096), and certification, (p=.814). For the highest educational
level at the time of the error, there was an 11.0% difference among the associates/
diploma/ vocational respondents between those who filed an incident report and those
who did not. A higher percentage (30.4%) filed an incident report compared to (19.4%)
that did not file an incident report. There was no difference in the percentage that filed an
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incident report at the bachelor’s degree level. At the graduate level, (6.5%) filed an
incident report, compared to (16.7%) that did not file an incident report. The six
respondents that had up to a year’s experience did not file an incident report.

Table 36.
Nursing Characteristics at the Time of the Error & Incident Report
Chi-square analysis: Association between nursing characteristics & filing of incident report for error that occurred
within the last year

Variable

Incident Report
No

Overall

Yes

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

43.9%

(36)

56.1%

(46)

100.0%

(82)

Highest Educational
Level

-

Associates/
Diploma/
Vocational

19.4%

(7)

30.4%

(14)

25.6%

(21)

Bachelor degree

63.9%

(23)

63.0%

(29)

63.4%

(52)

Graduate degree

16.7%

(6)

6.5%

(3)

11.0%

(9)

Role

.096

Staff RN

80.6%

(29)

93.5%

(43)

87.8%

(72)

Other

19.4%

(7)

9.4%

(3)

12.2%

(10)

Clinical Specialty

-

Medical Surgical

33.3%

(12)

28.3%

(13)

30.5%

(25)

Acute Care/
Critical Care

11.1%

(4)

19.6%

(9)

15.9%

(13)
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Variable

Incident Report
No

Yes

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

Oncology

11.1%

(4)

15.2%

(7)

13.4%

(11)

Maternal/ Child
Health

5.6%

(2)

17.4%

(8)

12.3%

(10)

Pediatrics/
Neonatal

5.6%

(2)

2.2%

(1)

3.7%

(3)

Other

33.3%

(12)

17.4%

(8)

24.4%

(20)

Certification

.814

No

69.4%

(25)

65.2%

(30)

67.1%

(55)

Yes

30.6%

(11)

34.8%

(16)

32.9%

(27)

Years of Experience

-

1 year

16.7%

(6)

0%

(0)

7.3%

(6)

2-4 years

22.2%

(8)

30.4%

(14)

26.8%

(22)

5-7 years

5.6%

(2)

10.9%

(5)

8.5%

(7)

8-10 years

5.6%

(2)

2.2%

(1)

3.7%

(3)

>10 years

50.0%

(18)

56.5%

(26)

53.7%

(44)

*p < .05
- =p not reported, cells with <5
Table 37 examines the association between error characteristics and filing an
incident report. The respondents include only those who had reported that the error
referenced in the survey occurred within the last year, (n=82). The error recalled in the
survey, whether the error was the most recent or most prominent was non-significant,
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(p=.280). The most reported type of error among this group was medication error
(48.8%), followed by procedural error, (25.6%), with a higher percentage of filing an
incident report for both.
Table 37.
Error Characteristics & Incident Report
Chi-square analysis: Association between error characteristics & filing of incident report for error that occurred
within the last year

Variable

Incident Report
No

Overall

Yes

%

(n)

%

43.9%

(36)

56.1%

Total
(n)
(46)

%
100.0%

p- value*

(n)
(82)

Error Referenced

.280

Most Recent

86.1%

(31)

76.1%

(35)

80.5%

(66)

Most Prominent

13.9%

(5)

23.9%

(11)

19.5%

(16)

Type of Error

-

Medication

47.2%

(17)

50.0%

(23)

48.8%

(40)

Procedural

16.7%

(6)

32.6%

(15)

25.6%

(21)

Communication

2.8%

(1)

6.5%

(3)

8.3%

(4)

Transcription

5.6%

(2)

2.2%

(1)

4.9%

(3)

Patient
Identification

5.6%

(2)

2.2%

(1)

3.7%

(3)

Other

22.2%

(8)

6.5%

(3)

13.4%

(11)

*p < .05
- =p not reported, cells with <5
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Table 38 examines the association between a strong emotional response and each
of the five domains (> 3.75) and filing an incident report, (n=82). Those respondents who
experienced a strong emotional response, (p=.014), higher anxiety, (p=.008), and more
fear, (p=.001) were more likely to file an incident report after discovery of an error in
clinical practice. The disbelief, shame, and guilt domains were non-significant factors in
reference to filing an incident report after discovery of an error in clinical practice.

Table 38.
Strong Emotional Response & Incident Report

Variable

Incident Report
No

Yes

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

Overall

43.9%

(36)

56.1%

(46)

100.0%

(82)

SEM
(> 3.75)

41.7%

(15)

69.6%

(32)

57.3%

(47)

(< 3.75)

58.3%

(21)

30.4%

(14)

42.7%

(35)

Disbelief
(> 3.75)

38.9%

(14)

50.0%

(23)

45.1%

(37)

(< 3.75)

61.1%

(22)

50%

(23)

54.9%

(45)

Anxiety
(> 3.75)

63.9%

(23)

89.1%

(32)

78.0%

(55)

(< 3.75)

36.1%

(13)

10.9%

(14)

22%

(27)
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.014*

0.375

.008*

Variable

Incident Report
No

Yes

Total

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

Fear
(> 3.75)

16.7%

(6)

52.2%

(24)

36.6%

(30)

(< 3.75)

83.3%

(30)

47.8%

(22)

63.4%

(52)

Shame
(> 3.75)

55.6%

(20)

73.9%

(34)

65.9%

(54)

(< 3.75)

44.4%

(16)

26.1%

(12)

34.1%

(28)

Guilt
(> 3.75)

55.6%

(20)

69.6%

(32)

63.4%

(52)

44.4%

(16)

30.4%

(14)

36.6%

(30)

(< 3.75)
*p < .05

.001*

.103

.249

Table 39 displays the results for the nurses’ perception of support at the
supervisor and unit level when the error referenced in the survey occurred among those
respondents who referenced an error that occurred within the last year, (n=82).
Supervisor and unit support were not significant for filing an incident report, (p=1.0,
p=.625), respectively.
Table 39.

Work Environment at the Time of the Error & Incident Report
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Variable

Incident Report
No

Overall

Yes

Total*

p- value*

%

(n)

%

(n)

%

(n)

43.9%

(36)

56.1%

(46)

100.0%

(82)

Supervisor Support

1.0

Supportive

69.4%

(25)

71.7%

(33)

70.7%

(58)

Unsupportive

30.6%

(11)

28.3%

(13)

29.3%

(24)

Unit Support

.625

Supportive

66.7%

(24)

73.9%

(34)

70.7%

(58)

Unsupportive

33.3%

(12)

26.1%

(12)

29.3%

(24)

*p < .05

To determine the level of relationship between variables that may be highly
correlated and to control for multicollinearity in the final model, correlations between age
and experience was conducted and found to be highly correlated, Pearson’s (r = .739,
p=.01). For work environment variables, unit, and supervisor support, Phi coefficient
was conducted and found to be significantly correlated, (ϕ =.549, p=.000). Strong
emotional response, unit support, and experience were selected for entry into the model.
Binary logistic regression was conducted to determine the probability of nurses’
filing an incident report following the discovery of an error in clinical practice. The
following variables, (strong emotional response, unit support and experience) were
examined to investigate if they are predictors of disclosure by filing an incident report for
errors that occurred within the last year. The generated model is significantly different
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from the constant only model. The Log of the Likelihood with the constant only for
Block 0 was -2Log Likelihood=112.45. With the full model and three predictors, (Block
1) the -2Log Likelihood=101.46. The model (χ2=10.99, p=.012), is significant and the
null hypothesis that the predictor effect is zero is rejected. There is significant
improvement in the model from Block 0 to Block 1 (Mertler & Vannatta, 2005).
The Hosmer and Lemeshow test compares the prediction model to a hypothetical
perfect model, using the chi-square test that compares the difference between the
observed and expected frequencies. A non-significant result is indicative that the model
is not significantly different from the perfect model (Mertler & Vannatta, 2005). The fit
of the model is questionable since the Hosmer and Lemeshow test was significant at the
.05 level, (p=.020), however non-significant at the .01 significance level. An
examination of how accurate the model is for predicting the incident report outcome
showed that the model correctly classified 68.3% of the nurses that filed an incident
report for the error.
Regression results denoted the overall model fit of one significant predictor,
strong emotional response, (p=.004, OR=3.4, CI=1.50, 7.80), for filing an incident report
for errors that occurred within the last year, (n=82). The other non-significant variables
in the final equation included unit support and experience. Table 40 outlines detailed
results for the final model. Nurses who experienced a strong emotional response after an
error in clinical practice within the last year were 3.4 times more likely to file an incident
report.
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Table 40.
Regression Coefficients & Odds Ratio, Nursing Errors & Incident Report for Error Within the Last Year (n=82)

B

S.E.

Wald

df

pvalue*

Odds
Ratio

95% CI

Strong
Emotional
Response

1.22

.42

8.24

1

.004*

3.40

1.50, 7.80

Unit Support

-.34

.23

2.22

1

.136

.711

.46, 1.11

Experience

.00

.02

.02

1

.884

1.00

.97, 1.04

-3.70

1.62

5.20

1

.023

.025

-

Predictor
Variable

Constant
*p < .05

Qualitative Findings
Respondents were given the opportunity to share any comments about nursing
errors; respondents, (n=169), completed the comment section. Several prevailing themes
emerged from the qualitative data. Of the comments regarding nurses’ errors,
respondents, (n=45), communicated the belief that reporting errors was important and
performance improvement could result from error reporting. Also, reporting of errors
provided the opportunity to learn preventative action. Examples that reflected this
sentiment were: “We are encouraged to report errors so that others can be more aware of
dangers,” and, “I believe an error is an opportunity to learn and for improvement by the
one responsible for the error and also for coworkers,” and, “Better to disclose errors to
improve nursing processes.” It was evident that many respondents believed that
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reporting was important and learning from the error was critical to patient safety
improvement efforts.
Although many nurses commented on the importance of disclosure, many nurses
(n=27), commented on the emotional impact of the error and how it distressed them at
the time it occurred. They also commented that the emotional distress still remains with
them when recalling the error. Examples of this belief are evident in the following
statements: “I felt guilty and stupid at the time,” “I feel horrible even after 25 + years that
it happened,” and, “I still have recurring dreams about this error, I still get that sick
feeling.” This is indicative of an initial emotional response and the long term
psychological effects likely experienced from nursing errors.
Many respondents, (n=18), believed that errors are more likely caused by system
failures as opposed to an individual’s disregard for practice standards. Open text
statements that reflect this belief are: “I see good nurses being let go because of med
errors when it is clearly a system problem/issue. Quick fixes don't fix,” “The error, like
most, was the result of series of breakdowns involving multiple people, departments, etc.
however, all the burden fell on me,” and, “In many circumstances medication errors
result as a system malfunctions that present themselves as errors.” Results suggest that
many nurses believe system factors contribute to the occurrence of errors.
Sixteen, (n=16), comments verbalized the belief that many errors occur but are
not reported. “I personally am disturbed that so many errors go undocumented,” “Know
that LOTS of nursing errors go unreported. A lot of time, the time schedule just gets
changed to a different time if a dose was missed, etc.,” “Believe that many errors go
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unreported for fear of losing one's job and punitive work environments,” “I believe that
there are many more errors occurring than are being reported,” and, “No one got hurt and
I did not tell anyone.” These are a few examples of comments that reflected the belief
that nurses believe errors are underreported.
Although there was a strong emotional response, many nurses also commented,
(n=14), on how the error made them more conscientious and diligent about their practice
and also enhanced learning to prevent future errors. These statements are examples of
how errors enhanced nursing practice: “My nursing errors have always sharpened my
practice but I never get over them,” and, “In retrospect I believe it was good for me to
"mess up". It made me more conscientious about medication and triple checking.”
Taking errors seriously and changing practice to improve care is critical to error
management in the profession.
Fourteen, (n=14), comments verbalized the belief of a culture of blame with
punitive consequences. The fear of reaction of a supervisor and/or colleagues was
mentioned as a reason for non-disclosure of an error. “It was a very humiliating
experience and I didn't feel as though my nursing supervisor gave me the right support,”
“My supervisor treated me like crap when the error happen,” “I made the error early in
my career when making an error was very punitive. I was written up, disciplined, and
made to feel as if I were totally incompetent.” and, “I am glad that our hospital stopped
using the Red Rules which meant that after 3 med errors you were out!” Clearly there is
still evidence that a culture of blame is still prevalent in healthcare organizations, further
influencing a nurses’ likelihood to disclose an error.
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Thirteen (n=13) comments focused on the fast–paced, high pressure environment
with numerous interruptions, and increased workload as an environment likely to produce
errors. Examples in the open-ended comments were: “Given the hurried environment
and current workload which is completely unreasonable, I expect errors to occur.” and,
“I feel distraction in today's environment is a cause of errors: phone call, monitors, call
light, people talking to you, like doctors, other staff, visitors, etc., constant distraction.”
More nurses indicated that they had received support from their colleagues and/or unit,
(n=18), as opposed to (n=10). nurses who reported an unsupportive environment. This
was seen in comments such as: “We need to be supportive of nurses as these nurses were
for me,” and, “The physician, charge nurse, nursing staff, my manager, nursing
supervisor, and nursing administration were all very supportive.” Some nurses shared the
type of error they referenced in the survey. Nurses that described the actual error mostly
discussed, (n=29), medication errors.
Summary
Results are indicative of a valid and reliable tool to measure nurses’ emotional
response construct following an error in clinical practice. Results for instrumentation, (n
=497), showed Cronbach’s alpha = .935 for the total scale reliability. The variable that
demonstrated a significant difference in reference to a strong emotional response,
(n=459) was unit support at the time of the error, (p=.023). Tested in those who had
recalled an error within the last year, a strong emotional response was a significant
predictor in the final model. Main effects were tested for the outcome variable of
disclosure via incident report. A strong emotional response was a significant predictor in
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the final model of those nurses who recalled an error within the past year, (p=.004).
Nurses who experienced a strong emotional response after an error in clinical practice
within the last year were 3.4 times more likely to file an incident report, (OR=3.4,
CI=1.50, 7.80). Qualitative findings indicated that nurses believe disclosure is important
for error management, yet also reported that they believed errors are underreported.
Work environment and support of colleagues was commented to be important factors on
disclosure. Nurse who shared information in the open text about the error referenced in
the survey, most commonly shared medication errors.
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CHAPTER FIVE

This chapter discusses the implications of the study results, limitations of the
study, and identifies future research in the area of nurses’ emotional response to nursing
errors and disclosure. Psychometric properties and further testing of the Emotional
Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument are reviewed.
Implications for nursing practice, education, administration and policy are addressed.

Discussion
Until there is full transparency with error disclosure, patient safety goals cannot
be completely realized. Three research aims were addressed in this study. The first
research question tested the psychometric properties of an original instrument to quantify
nurses’ emotional response after an error in clinical practice. This was the first attempt to
empirically measure this phenomenon. The Emotional Response and Disclosure of
Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument demonstrated sound validity and reliability
for enumeration of this construct. Validity was supported by evidence in the literature,
and established through a content expert panel review, content validity scores, and
cognitive testing of the survey. Reliability coefficients for each domain was > .70 and
the total scale reliability Cronbach’s alpha was =.935 (Refer to Table 3 for Reliability
Coefficients). Initial testing was focused on the nursing population, however, future
efforts should extend to other healthcare practitioners. Evidence in the literature supports
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a similar experience among healthcare professional colleagues (Waterman, et al., 2007).
With the acknowledgement that interprofessional education, practice, and continuing
education are critical to realizing patient safety goals, utilization of this tool among
healthcare professionals is recommended. Further testing is needed to identify and
reduce the number of items necessary to measure the emotional response construct.
As discussed in Chapter 2, much qualitative research has been conducted to assess
the initial reaction of the nurse after the realization that an error had occurred; however,
an instrument that quantified this construct has yet to be established and tested. Crigger
and Meek’s initial reaction phase of a theory towards Self-Reconciliation Following
Mistakes in Nursing Practice was evaluated and showed that a strong emotional response
does occur and influences a nurses’ decision to disclose an error (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
The Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey instrument
can be used to measure this concept and its influence on the impact of disclosure efforts
to ultimately improve patient safety efforts. Evidence in the literature and this study
supports identifying various mechanisms for better reporting of clinical errors so they are
not repeated. The nursing discipline has an opportunity to acknowledge that errors occur
in clinical practice and can proactively plan for better error management.

Nursing Practice Implications
Demographics of the sample were representative of the most recent nursing
professional workforce statistics, thus increasing generalizability to the Registered Nurse
population (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, HRSA, 2008). Study results
support the evidence that errors do occur in nurses’ clinical practice. Accepting the
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realization that errors happen, and adopting strategies to manage errors are critical to
improving patient safety outcomes. The work environment is a significant contributing
factor to the nurses’ strong emotional response level which impacts disclosure. Real time
use of the Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors in Clinical Practice survey
when a nurse discloses an error can gather data about the nurse’s emotional response after
discovery of an error in clinical practice. Also, use of the tool to assess nurses’ likelihood
to disclose after an error in clinical practice can be evaluated at the unit and
organizational level. The information gathered from the survey can potentially be used to
better inform the profession on handling errors at the time of occurrence, foster learning,
enhance prevention of future errors, and offset long term effects of clinical practice errors
for the individual nurse’s psychological well-being. Nursing leaders are in a unique
position to influence organizational climates in order to foster open communication about
errors and provide an atmosphere of learning from errors.
The most common errors noted were medication errors, (65.1%), of the total
sample which is consistent with research in the field. Studies indicate that the most
common error in clinical practice for nurses is medication errors (Luk, et al., 2008;
Aspden, 2006; Kohn, et al., 2000). In this study, errors reported over the last four years
showed a notable decrease in medication errors percentage. This may be attributed to
increased efforts to prevent medication errors as a key patient safety initiative. High-risk
clinical specialty areas for errors include medical-surgical and critical care units. They
are most likely linked to the complexity of care, increase in co-morbidities among these
populations, and a high volume of medication administration in these areas of practice.
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Nurses’ Emotional Response to Errors
This study validates what was discussed in Crigger & Meek’s reality phase of a
theory towards Self-Reconciliation Following Mistakes in Nursing Practice (Crigger &
Meek, 2007). Overall, nurses reported a strong emotional response upon discovery of an
error in clinical practice. This was a significant predictor of the likelihood that nurses
filed an incident report for errors that occurred within the last year. Nurses who had a
strong emotional response were more likely to have disclosed the error by filing an
incident report. More attention should be given to this phenomena in order to better
understand why those nurses who did not experience a strong emotional response were
less likely to have filed an incident report. This is another area to be tested in Crigger
and Meek’s (2007), weighing in phase of the theory of Self-Reconciliation Following
Mistakes in Nursing Practice. This phase focuses on denial and rationalization as a
method of reconciliation that prevents learning from errors. In the qualitative results of
this study, some nurses reported feeling that an incident report was not warranted because
there was no harm to the patient. Other nurses reported not completing an incident report
because they did not have time to complete it. Some comments reflected the sentiment
that definitions of errors were determined by the nurse rather than by the standards set for
defining a nursing error. One example that was reported was the timely administration of
medications. If a medication was not given within the scheduled time, the schedule
would be changed instead of recognizing that an error occurred. Severity of the error was
also a factor reported by respondents. Comments suggested that higher emotional
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distress was more likely to be experienced if the error resulted in patient complications or
death.
The fact that the majority of the respondents chose to reference the most
prominent error in their career and that the highest percentage of errors reported in this
study happened over 10 years ago, indicates the effects of the error stay with the clinician
long after its occurrence. In addition, many of the comments reflected continued feelings
of guilt, remorse, and “feeling sick” when thinking about past errors. This makes a
strong case for the need for intervention at the time of the error, not only to foster
disclosure and prevent further errors from occurring, but also to acknowledge the reaction
of the practitioner and attend to their emotional needs.

Disclosure
This study examined several aspects of disclosure: disclosure of the error to one’s
supervisor, disclosure to the patient and/or family, and disclosure through completion of
the incident report. It was anticipated that if the nurse disclosed the error to the
supervisor an incident report would be filed and appropriate analysis and learning would
have taken place. It was expected that these reporting percentages would mirror each
other however, they did not. Overall, (85%) disclosed error to their supervisor but only
(75%) filed an incident report. This discrepancy further supports that methods of
informal disclosure exist and that it is important to engage nurses in formal disclosure
through incident reporting. This is critical to error management systems. Disclosure of
the error to the patient or family was ~ equally likely among participants who did not
disclose (50.8%) the error to the patient or family, whereas, (49.2% ) did disclose. There
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were three comments that participants believed it was in the purview of the physician to
disclose the error to the patient, not the nurse. In the recent efforts for interprofessional
education and practice, it is clear that disclosure is becoming a responsibility of the
healthcare team. Efforts to teach the four components of an apology in medicine:
recognition, responsibility, regret, and remedy is the beginning of skill building in the
area (Gunderson, Smith, Mayer, McDonald, & Centomani, 2009). This is further
evidence that healthcare practitioners acknowledge that errors occur in practice and they
need to be prepared to respond.

Work Environment
Much of the evidence in the literature indicates that the work environment has an
influence on nursing practice and retention. By providing culture changes, nurse leaders
have an opportunity to set up programs to build a culture of acknowledging and
managing error. A consistent, specific and clear definition of error is needed to move
forward. This step requires open dialogue to recognize error and determine what
designates a reportable error and what does not. Creating an environment that fosters
open communication and learning could improve disclosure of errors (Chang & Mark,
2011). In testing for a strong emotional response upon discovery of an error, unit support
was a significant factor in the nurses’ experience and emotional response. Nurses were
less likely to experience a strong emotional response if they had a supportive work unit.
This lends support to the critical role of the work environment and culture of the unit on
nurses’ reactions towards an error and on their willingness to disclose error. Nurses who
reported that they had supportive colleagues were very positive about sharing error,
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whereas others reported being treated “horribly” by colleagues expressed concern that a
culture of blame persists.

Nursing Education
Recent efforts by the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN,
2013) to incorporate safety knowledge, skills, and attitudes into core undergraduate
education and graduate level preparation have enhanced nurses’ ability to be involved
with error management systems. This needs to include education and participation of
nurses in quality improvement techniques such as root cause analysis and failure mode
effect analysis. In years past, nurses were taught that errors in clinical practice should not
happen due to the dire potential consequence of these errors. The rigor behind nursing
education was to prevent nurses from making errors in practice and it is critical to ideal
nursing practice. However, in reality, errors occur and recent educational efforts with
QSEN effort are a good beginning to better preparing nurses and the healthcare
workforce for handling errors in a productive manner.

Nursing Administration
This study supports the belief that work environments and culture do matter in the
effort to achieve safe care. Critical to patient safety efforts are the nurse leader’s ability
to create an open, supportive environment that enhances nurses’ ability to disclose errors
without fear of supervisors or colleagues reactions. Incident reporting and including the
front line clinician is crucial in error management systems. Self-awareness is a key
leadership trait for moving forward with any positive change movement (Luk et al., 2008;
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Angelucci & Carefoot, 2007). Nurse administrators have a responsibility to create and
advocate for systems that will reduce error occurrence and when errors do occur have a
systematic approach to error management that includes frontline staff.
Reducing work inefficiencies through technology enhancements is an important
mechanism for reducing error. Leadership patient safety rounds have also been shown to
have a positive effect on patient safety outcomes (Weaver, et.al, 2013). To further build
on this technique, a standing agenda item for rounding can include error management
reviews that discuss error in practice, root cause analyses, and prevention methods to
avoid repeated errors. The influence of how errors are managed can have a profound
effect on improving patient safety. Core to nursing administrative practice is the design
and implementation of systems to better prepare nurses to care for patients. A balance
between enforcing accountability for blatant disregard for nursing standards of practice
versus good clinicians making an error and learning from it are foundational to leadership
practices. Understanding that human error exists, preparing nurses for a systematic
review of the cause, attending to the nurse’s emotional state, preventing a second victim
in the nurse, and answering to the ethical practice of nursing are all important aspects in
forming error management systems that work to improve patient safety outcomes. Future
use of the instrument in reference to a nurse’s most prominent error and how they
responded at the time can be useful to measure the long term effects of error. Using the
instrument in real time after an error is disclosed can gain insight into the individual
nurse’s emotional response at the time an error occurs.
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Policy
Although human error is inevitable, this study does not excuse accountability for
practice; instead it recognizes that the most respected clinician in the field can and
probably will have an error during their career. Implementing a just culture that
differentiates blatant non-compliance with practice standards from an error due to
systematic issues takes into account the human engineering component of errors.
Unfortunately, errors in practice have led to devastating outcomes for both patients and
nurses. A better understanding of the experience of the nurse upon commission of an
error in clinical practice can assist to inform policy. Policies are needed to prevent long
term effects, enhance learning, and determine the level of accountability on part of the
nurse. AHRQ has identified several never events that governmental reimbursement for
services will not be issued if these events occur (AHRQ, 2012). This indicates that the
tolerance for errors is limited and disclosure of error is key in order to learn from it and
prevent future error that may be costly to the organization.

Limitations
Several limitations should be noted in this study. Real time use of the instrument
could better define the nurses’ emotional response after discovery of an error in clinical
practice. There was no time related exclusion criteria for the error recalled, thus,
gathering data immediately following an error in clinical practice would further control
for recall bias. The researcher purposefully did not limit the time of when the error
occurred due to the evidence in the literature that nurses can readily recall an error in
practice and their reaction at the time of the error. The decision not to limit respondent’s
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experiences to a specific time period was made in order to gather information about the
long term effects of an error in clinical practice for future study. A majority of the
respondents reported the most prominent error in their career indicating that the
emotional distress experienced with an error likely has a lasting effect on one’s nursing
practice.
In a prior analysis using pilot results to estimate the sample size needed to
achieve the desired power, a sample of 1,400 nurses was needed to detect a difference in
the likelihood to disclose. A minimum of 277 nurses was the desired sample size for
psychometric testing of the instrument. Although multiple sourcing for obtaining the
sample was used, the resulting sample size, (n=459) was less than the desired a prior
target for measuring the nurses’ emotional response and likelihood of disclosure.
However, for psychometric testing, more than an adequate sample size was achieved,
(n=497). Sources of error in measurement include respondents’ possible conditions at
the time completing the survey. For example, fatigue or rushing to complete the survey
due to time constraints could have influenced responses. Also, although respondents
were anonymous and confidentiality was protected, due to the sensitive nature of the
subject matter social desirability may have been a factor in respondent’s replies.

Conclusion
This study focused on quantifying the nurses’ experience upon discovery of an
error in clinical practice. Further testing using confirmatory factor analysis of the
instrument and the nurses’ emotional response and influence on disclosure is warranted.
Studying the use of the instrument in real time after a nurse has disclosed an error can
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provide data about the nurse’s level of emotional distress. In addition, the tool can be
used to assess the unit and organizational climate for nurses’ emotional reaction and
likelihood to disclose an error in practice. The severity of errors, the emotional response
and its influence on patient safety efforts, and its influence on retention of nurses are
areas for further exploration. The emotional response of the nurse after discovery of an
error in clinical is a real phenomenon that requires further exploration to determine what
aspects of a nurses’ emotional response or lack thereof, influence disclosure. Further
testing in work environments and specialty areas that differ can help to further inform atrisk environments for high emotional distress in reference to errors in clinical practice.
Leadership strategies to further enhance sharing of errors and improved learning
environments can be tested to determine their influences on error disclosure. Results of
educational efforts and the impact of the preparation of nurses and nurse leaders to
handle errors should be examined to see if current efforts effect disclosure. Further
examination of the reasons for not disclosing an error via an incident report and what
factors, including the nurses’ emotional response impact this decision is the next step in
quantifying the nurses’ experience in Crigger and Meek’s theory towards SelfReconciliation Following Mistakes in Clinical Practice (Crigger & Meek, 2007).
The significant impact of nursing errors on the patient and nurse are undeniable.
Patient safety and well-being are at-risk, as well as the nurses’ potential for lack of
confidence and burnout due to nursing errors. With this valuable knowledge, a proactive
rather than a reactive approach to handling errors in the healthcare environment can be
developed. Implications for practice, education, and administration were discussed and
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require further exploration to determine how errors in clinical practice influence a nurse’s
emotional response and disclosure efforts.
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Appendix A

Content Validity Expert Questionnaire
EXPERT QUESTIONNAIRE
Directions: As an expert in the field of quality and safety, please take time to respond to
the following questions in reference to the attached survey instrument: Nurses’
Emotional Response and Disclosure of Errors Survey (Field Version). The survey
instrument was designed to measure the construct of nurses’ emotional response after
the discovery of a nursing error in clinical practice and disclosure.
Relevance Scale: The items in the instrument below were developed to measure the
construct of the nurses’ emotional response following the discovery of a medical error
in clinical practice through five subscale domains: disbelief, anxiety, fear, shame and
guilt. Please review each item and check the statement that reflects the degree of
relevance to the concept as described in the subscales and if you recommend item
deletion. If you recommend item deletion, please comment on why you would delete the
item.

After I discovered that I had made an error in my clinical practice:
Not at SomeQuite
Highly
Relevancy Rating:
Delete item?
all
what
a. Not at all relevant
Comments
b. Somewhat relevant
c. Quite relevant
d. Highly relevant

DISBELIEF
1. I could not believe I
made a nursing error.
2. I tried to rationalize
why it occurred.
3. I doubted that it had
really occurred.
4. I could not fathom
what had happened.
5. I was astonished that a
nursing error may have
occurred.
6. I had difficulty
comprehending that I
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After I discovered that I had made an error in my clinical practice:
Not at SomeQuite
Highly
Relevancy Rating:
Delete item?
all
what
a. Not at all relevant
Comments
b. Somewhat relevant
c. Quite relevant
d. Highly relevant

had made a nursing
error.
ANXIETY
7. I became nervous.
8. I was unable to
concentrate.
9. I experienced physical
symptoms of stress
(i.e. palpitations,
nausea, etc.).
10. I was upset with
myself.
11. I was worried about
the situation.
ANXIETY CONTINUED
12. I experienced difficulty
sleeping.
13. I experienced tension
(i.e. headaches,
muscle aches, etc.).
14. I was troubled by the
event.
FEAR
15. I was concerned that I
may lose my job.
16. I was terrified that I
may have harmed a
patient.
17. I lost confidence in my
nursing skills.
18. I had concerns about
returning to work.
19. I worried about making
another nursing error.
20. I became obsessed in
my nursing practice
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After I discovered that I had made an error in my clinical practice:
Not at SomeQuite
Highly
Relevancy Rating:
Delete item?
all
what
a. Not at all relevant
Comments
b. Somewhat relevant
c. Quite relevant
d. Highly relevant

after the event.
21. I experienced a high
level of self-doubt in
my nursing abilities.
SHAME
22. I was ashamed by the
error.
23. I felt incompetent in my
nursing skills.
24. I was embarrassed by
the error.
25. I was devastated that
an error occurred.
26. I was concerned about
what people would
think of me.
27. I was mortified that I
had made an error.
GUILT
28. I experienced
nightmares about my
job.
29. I felt like I let my
patient down.
30. I had recurring
thoughts about the
nursing error.
31. I thought about leaving
the nursing profession.
32. I experienced troubling
thoughts about nursing
errors.
33. I experienced
flashbacks of the
nursing error over
time.
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After I discovered that I had made an error in my clinical practice:
Not at SomeQuite
Highly
Relevancy Rating:
Delete item?
all
what
a. Not at all relevant
Comments
b. Somewhat relevant
c. Quite relevant
d. Highly relevant

34. I felt like a terrible
nurse after I made the
error.

Overall instrument.
Face validity
35. Does the instrument appear to measure the intended construct?
___Yes
___No
Comments:

36. Common nomenclature is medical error or patient safety error to describe errors in healthcare.
This tool refers to errors as nursing errors. Which of the following terminology is best to describe
the concept for this survey?
___ Medical error
___ Nursing error
___ Patient Safety error
___ Other Specify________________

Directions: The following questions will be used as covariates with factors that
describe a strong emotional response to nursing errors. Please comment or make
recommendations on any item. You may write your comments directly on the tool,
either in the margin or can alter the item by writing directly on the item.

Part B. Medical Errors & Disclosure.
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37. Did you disclose your medical error through professional methods at the time of the error?
___Yes
___No
38. Did you file an incident report at the time of the error?
___Yes
___No
39. Did you disclose the error referenced in this survey to your patient?
____Yes
____No
40. What year did the error occur?

_______

41. Select which categories best describe the type of error referenced in this survey (Check all
that apply).
_____Medication error
_____Procedural error
_____Transcription error
_____Error related to resulting in potential or actual wrong site surgery
_____Error that resulted in potential or actual skin integrity concerns (pressure ulcers)
_____Error in lack of following safeguards that resulted in a potential or actual patient fall
_____Error in following protocol that resulted in potential or actual patient suicide
_____Error resulting in retained objects during surgery/procedures
_____Other Specify:
42. Have you ever disclosed a medical error of a colleague?
____Yes
____No

Part C. Information at the time of the error.
43. What was your educational level at the time of the error? Check all that apply.
_____ Vocational/practical certificate (nursing)
_____ Associate (nursing)
_____ Diploma (nursing)
_____ Bachelor(nursing)
_____ Masters (nursing)
_____ Doctoral (DNP) (nursing)
_____ Doctoral (PhD) (nursing)
_____ Associate (non-nursing)
_____ Bachelor(non-nursing)
_____ Masters (non-nursing)
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_____ Doctoral (DNP) (non-nursing)

44. What was your role at the time of the error?

_____ Staff RN
_____ Nursing Administration
_____ Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (CNS, NP, CNM, CRNA)
_____ Educator
_____ Other; Please specify_______________
45. What type of clinical specialty were you in at the time of the error?
______Acute Care/ Critical Care
______Adult Health/ Family Health
______Anesthesia
______Community
______Geriatric/Gerontology
______Home Health
______Maternal-Child Health
______Medical/Surgical
______Occupational Health
_____ Oncology
_____ Palliative Care
_____ Pediatrics/Neonatal
_____ Public Health
_____ Psychiatric/ Mental Health/ Substance Abuse
_____ Rehabilitation
_____ School Health
_____ Trauma
_____ Women’s Health
_____ Other

46. At the time you made the error referenced in the survey, which statement best
describes the environment you practiced in at the time?
____ Fully Supportive
____ Somewhat supportive
____ Neither supportive or unsupportive
____ Somewhat unsupportive
____ Fully unsupportive

47. Did you hold a nursing specialty certification at the time of the error?
____ Yes Specify: ____________
____ No

48. At the time of the error, did you work at a Magnet or Pathway to Excellence facility?
____ Yes
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____ No

Part D. General Demographic information
49. In what year were you born? _______________

50. What year did you graduate from nursing school that qualified you for your first U.S. nursing
license? __________
51. What is your gender?
_____Male
_____Female
52. Are you Hispanic or Latino origin?
____Yes
____No
53. What is your race?
____ White/ Caucasian
____ Black/ African American
____ American Indian and Alaska Native
____ Asian
____ Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
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